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By ROBERT B. CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance—returned home
today, conceding that his five-day
Mideast trip had produced no tangible
results in President Carter's bid to gain
Arab support for the Camp David peace
accords.
That assessment was a far cry from
the ringing send-off he received from
Carter, who told a cheering joint
session of Congress last week that he
was sending Vance to Arab leaders "to
secure their support for the realization
of the new hopes and dreams of the
people of the Middle East."
Vance, who visited the heads of state
in Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Syria,
reported direct to Carter at an early-
morning meeting today that was not
announced in advance.
Also present to get Vance's report
were Vice President Walter F. Mondale
and presidential aides Zbigniew
Brzezinski and Hamilton Jordan.
Vance's final stop was Sunday in
Damascus, where he met for four hours
with Syrian President Hafez Assad.
Afterwards, a senior American official,
who declined to be identified, said the
talks gave no encouragement that
Assad would change his views.
Assad, a leader in the so-called
Rejectionist Front, has called the ac-
cords -treasonous" because they do not
guarantee complete Israeli withdrawal
from territories occupied in 1967.
Vance's reception was similar in
Saudi Arabia and Jordan, Arab states
considered more moderate than Syria.
Both expressed strong reservations
about the Camp David plan before
Vance came. They expressed the same
reservations after he left.
Nonetheless, Vance told reporters on
the flight home that he thought the tour
had been worthwhile. "I always
assumed there would be serious, hard
questions. My own feeling is that our
answers were sound, and I feel the
frameworks are a good structure for
peace."
American officials, speaking
privately, say they believe the key
individual now is King Hussein of
Jordan, whom they believe to be
genuinely undecided about the accords.
Hussein said after Vance's visit that
he will not join the peace process unless
the terms of the agreements are
modified to guarantee Israeli with-
drawal from the West Bank of the
Jordan River and Arab East
Jerusalem.
Hussein faces numerous risks in
Joining the talks including the
possibility of reprisals from his more
powerful northern neighbor, Syria.
Vance had hoped his Damascus visit
would temper that Syrian opposition.
Other risks to Hussein include the
threat of guerrilla warfare from
Palestinians, who comprise more than
half of Jordan's population.
The Camp David agreements, signed
Sept. 17 by Carter, Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin, spell out
terms for an overall Mideast peace and






ANTIQUE ONLOOKERS — This 1935 Auburn attracted a number of onlookers at the third annual Twin Lakes An-
tique Car Club-sponsored antique car and airplane show on the Howard Brandon farm last weekend. According to
Brandon, the show attracted over 1,000 ethibitors and visitors from at least 10 states. Brandon said there were 175
antique cars and 29 airplanes on exhibit The affair also featured a flea market, a banquet and country music show.
More pictures from the weekend event appear in today's edition, Page 10. Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley
Kentucky Human Rights Official
Talks To Local Commission
Maurice Sweeney, field represen-
tative with the Kentucky Human Rights
Commission, briefed members of the
Murray Human Rights Commission on
activities and programs of local
commissions at the September meeting
of the local panel.
Sweeney reviewed current in-
structions enabling local commissions
to comment on the civil rights impact of
grant assistance applications and
discussed the importance and value of
holding "workshops" in central and
west Kentucky. Sweeney also reviewed
for the local commission the activities
and programs of commissions in other
West Kentucky cities.
In other business, the commission
Area Farmers, Others, Hear Explanation
Of FmHA Emergency Farm Loan Program
A large crowd of farmers and con-
cerned citizens was in attendance at a
public meeting on Monday night, Sept.
18, at the West Kentucky livestock and
Exposition Center to hear Buddy L.
Hix, district director of Farmers Home
Administration, explain the FmHA
Emergency Loan Program.
Farmers in Graves, Calloway, or
Marshall couunties who have suffered
substantial losses as a result of drought
this summer may qualify for low in-
terest loans to assist them in their
farming operations.
Loans may be made to applicants to
cover actual losses and expenses for
damaged or destroyed farm property
and production. Such loans may be used
to repair, restore, or replace damaged
farm property and supplies; for ex-
penses incurred for crop production;
and to pay farm debts owed to other
creditors.
A borrower eligible for an emergency
loan for actual losses also may be
eligible for a loan at the prevailing
market interest rates to construct or
improve buildings (including a home)
aDd other essential facilities. Such
loans may also be made to purcliSse
livestock, poultry, or other animals and
to pay costs incident to reorganizing the
farming system which will make it a
sound operation, equivalent in net
return to the operation conducted prior
to the disaster. These funds may be
used to buy essential home equipment
and furnishings and to refinance debts
under certain conditions.
Subsequent emergency loans for
operating purposes may be made at
prevailing interest rates for each
successive year up to five years after
the initial loss loan. The borrower could
then recover sufficiently from his
losses and return to usual credit
sources.
The interest rate on most emergency
loans, based on actual losses catised by
disasters occurring on or after July 1,
1976, is 3 percent for the first 8250.000 of
loss and 5 percent for any amount in
excess of $250,000. On loans to cover
losses on primary farm residences and
related personal property, the interest
rate is 1 percent for the first $10,000 of
loss, 3 percent on the next $30,000, and 5
percent on any amount over $40,000.
Matters Usually More Settled
Each emergency loan is scheduled
for repayment as rapidly as is feasible
in annual installments, consistent with
the applicant's reasonable ability to
pay. Repayment vaires according to
the purpose of the loan.
Loans for actual losses to crops,
livestock, supplies and equipment may
be scheduled for repayment in terms up
to seven years. These loans may be
renewed for up to five additional years.
Real estate purposes may be scheduled
for repayment up to 40 years. Annual
operating expenses will be scheduled
for repayment each year when the
principal income from the year's
operations is received.
Liens will be taken on collateral such
as crops, livestock, farm machinery, or
farm real estate to secure the amount
of the loan. If the usual security cannot
be provided because of the disaster,
loans in some instances can be made on
the collateral that is available, even if
part of it has been depreciated because
of the disaster. In such cases, the ap-
plicant's repayment ability will be of
primary concern.
Primary Races Still Dim
An AP News Analysis
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Some
eight months before Kentucky's
gubernatorial primaries, the shapes of
both the Democratic and Republican
races are seen but dimly.
Usually, matters are more settled by
this time. At least the most powerful or
likely contenders have emerged and the
lineup is clearer.
A gambit by 1st District
Congressman Carroll Hubbard is
typical of the uncertainty and confusion
that characterize the Democratic
contest.
Last week, Hubbard, in effect, of-
fered supporters in western Kentucky a
look at millionaire eastern Kentucky
coal operator Paul Patton, who he
indicated would make an excellent and
fresh candidate for governor.
Patton is a young, intelligent political
neophyte who is practically unknown to
Kentuckians. He may have $2 million to
spend on a campaign, and may obtain
the services of a high powered Memphis
public relations firm that has suc-
cessfully promoted similar candidates
in other states.
But why the congressman suddenly
has put forth Patton is a mystery.
Hubbard is trying to keep his own
prospects alive as a possible anti-
administration candidate next year. It
had been assumed he was working
closely with state Auditor George
Atkins, already announced, with the
understanding that one — but not both
-- 'would run..
The pro-Hubbard circle theorizes that
Atkins has faltered and cannot win the
race against Terry McBrayer, the
choice of Gov. Julian Carroll.
The pro-Atkins faction wonders if the
real reason is that Atkins has done
better than expected so far — both in
raising money and in keeping the heat
on alleged irregularities in the ad-
ministration. Under this assumption.
Hubbard would want to reduce Atkins'
strength.
Introduction of a possible new ca
didate can only complicate
Democratic script that already has
many actors.
It seems highly unlikely that by next
May the lineup still will consist of
McBrayer, Atkins, former Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane, IA. Gov. Thelma
Stovall, maybe Hubbard, possibly
Agriculture Commissionner Tom
Harris, and perhaps even Patton and
other newcomers to the scramble
The Republican front offers little
more enlightenment to voters.
Former Gov. Louie Nunn is in the
forefront as the major candidate. His
brother, partly chairman Lee Nunn,
discounts the probability of his can-
didacy, but that has not stopped brother
Louie from traveling around the state
behaving very much like a man who
wants a second term.
Ray White of Bowling Green is one
announced candidate and state Rep.
Raymond Overstreet of liberty the
other. Overstreet is the gadfly, the only
politician saying anything derogatory
about the GOP establishment.
The Republican outlook has been
made more intricate with an indication
by Jefferson County Judge Mitch
McConnell that there is an outside
chance he may try for governor.
With these undercurrents throagh the
affairs of both parties, It's snail
wonder there are no confident experts
these days on the probable final
gubernatorial candidates, much less
the winner.
In addition to having Suffered
property damage or severe crop losses
from a natural disaster, to be eligible
for a loan an applicant must be: unable
to obtain the necessary credit from
other sources; a citizen of the United
States; an established farm, ranch, or
aquaculture operator, either tenant or
owner-operator, who manages the
operations; of good character and have
displayed the industry, ability and
experience to carry out thhe proposed
farming opration.
The Farmers Home Administration's
local county committee, composed of
three citizens who are familiar with
farming in the area, will consider all
applications without regard to age,
race, color, creed, sex, marital status
or national origin.
Applications for physical losses must
be filed within 180 days of the date of
emergency designation by the
president, secretary of agriculture or
state director of the FmHa; and for
production losses, applications must be
filed within 12 months of the date the
designation is made.
Farmers interested in further in-
formation or in obtaining an application
may call the FinflA office in Mayfield
(located on Old Jimtown Road) at 247-
9525. A FmHA representative will be in
the Calloway County ASCS office each
Wednesday morning from 8 to noon.
today's index














Sunny today and Tuesday.
Clear tonight. Highs today and
Tuesday in the mid 70s to around
80. Lows tonight in the upper 40s
to low 50s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Fair Wednesday, a risk of
showers Thursday and clearing
Friday. Near normal tem-
peratures during the period with
early morning lows in the 50s and
daytime highs in the upper 70s to
mid 80s.
welcomed /new commission member
Dr. Willis Johnson. Johnson, of MSU's
College oi Human Development and
Learning, was appointed by Mayor
Melvin B. Henley to replace Jerome
Brandon who has moved from the city.
The commission selected the Rev. C.
E. Timberlake to chair its educational
committee, Clara Bramley to chair the
housing committee and Marshall Jones
to head the committee on com-
munication and information.
The next regular meeing of the
commission will be held at 5:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, Oct. 18, in the council
chambers of City Hall. The commission
meetings are open to the general
public.
A commission spokesmafisaid that
any citizen of Murray who feels he or
she has been discriminated against
because of race, religion, color,
national origin, sex or age is invited to
contact chairman William Porter or
any officer or member of the com-
mission.
City Board Meets
Murray Board of EdUcation is ex-
pected to meet in a special session
today at 5:15 p.m. to discuss the
possibility i1 purchasing property.
The meeting is set in school board
administrative offices on Poplar Street
in Murray and is open to the general
public.
A Murray Sanitation Department
official today has re-emphasized rules
and regulations in connection with
trash and garbage collections for
residential customers in the city.
"We get several complaints and find
that complaints are often a result of an
individual not knowing what the rules
and regulations are," Jerry Wallace,
head of the city sanitation department
said today.
Sanitation customers are limited to
three cans at the rear of the house in an
easily accessible place, the regulations
show.
All containers must be at the back
wall of the house and at the driveway
end of the house.
According to the regulations, con-
tainers must be metal or plastic not less
than 20 gallons or more than 32 gallons
capacity. Containers are required to
have handles and water-tight lids kept
intact at all times. Sanitation personnel
will not collect where rain water, snow
or ice has collected in containers. And
personnel are not responsible for
plastic cans that are broken, the rules
indicate.
Sanitation customers can place
newspapers, cardboard or shrubbery
trimmings in plastic bags, tubs or
bundles for pickup, but Wallace in-
dicated the city street department is
expected to begin its annual fall leaf
pickup in the near future.
Sanitation workers do not collect
stumps, tree logs, building materials,
furniture, appliances, broken concrete,
scrap metal orany other large or
foreign materials, the regulations
state.
The rules further point out that wet
garbage should be drained and
wrapped in paper.
During wintery weather, garbage or
trash will not be collected if frozen to
containers or if the containers are
frozen to the ground.
Murray Sanitation System personnel
are not responsible for refuse strewn
for any reason over which they do not
have control. Customers are asked to
not overfill their containers.
The regulations also point out that not
more than 96 gallons of refuse in
specified containers will be collected
from a residence during the week
unless an application and fee for a
special pickup has been processed by
the city sanitation department.
Containers must be outside of fenced
areas which are locked and if placed
inside unlocked fenced areas, them
must be adjacent to a gate, the rules
state. Further, sanitation personnel are
not allowed to enter private dwellings
to pick up garbage.
According to the pick-up rules, any*
container in violation of the regulations
will be tagged to describe the violation.
The householder will be given one week
to make necessary corrections in order
to continue collection service.
State Stops Removal
Of Church Roadsigns,
MAYFIELD — State Sen. Richard
Weisenberger today reported that he
has received word that the state will
cease temporarily the removal of
church signs on federal highways.
Weisenberger said the action was in
response to complaints by a number of
churches whose roadside signs were
scheduled to be removed to comply
with the 1965 Federal Highway
Beautification Act.
In a letter received from Calvin G,
Grayson, secretary of the Department
-of Transportation Weisenberger was
Informed that Gov. Julian Carroll had
"issued instructions to cease these
removals until he could file a protest
with the Federal highway
Administration."
The state senator said Grayson's
letter came in response to protests by
several area legislators and members
of churches which had been notified to
remove the signs.
He said Grayson had issued in-
structions to all highway district
engineers to stop removing the signs
until further notice.._
The 1965 aet-opassed by congress
requires that all roadside advertising
be located within 700 feet of the
business or institution it advertises.
Weisenberger said many rural
churches place signs on federal high-
ways directing the public to locations
on secondary roads. He said he is
hopeful that the protest filed by drilv:-
Carroll will result in an exemption for
churches and other non-profit
organizations.
'Breath Of Life' Campaign Set
The annual door-to-door drive of the
"Breath of Life" Campaign to combat
children's lung diseases will take place
in Hazel and Murray, Oct. 9-14, ac-
cording to Rev. Frank Brett and Dr.
Bill Whittaker, local Campaign
Chairman of the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation.
Volunteers will call on local citizens
to ask help for millions of children
suffering from Cystic Fibrosis and
other lung-damaging diseases.
Contributions to the annual "Breath
of Life" appeal help support patient
care and research in more than 110 C-F
Centers aerials the country. C-F Cen-
ters offer expert diagnosis and treat-
ment for children with C-F, as well as
those suffering from severe asthma,
chronic bronchitis, and bronchiectasis,
the chairmen said
Research is the key to finding a cure
or control for Cystic Fibrosis. C-F
strikes one out of every 1,500 babies, the
result of both parents carrying the
recessive gene for Cystic Fibrosis.
Approximately 10 million Americans
are carriers of the C-F gene and the
child stricken with Cystic Fibrosis only
has a 50 per cent chance of reaching the
age eighteen.
1975 c, Cluc ago N Nev. S SV,C1 IflC
DEAR ABBY: We are three married sisters deeply con-
cerned about our mother who, up until a few months ago.
was a normal, healthy mother and .a loving grandmother.
Mother got involved with a weird religious cult, and, now
she's taking part in voodoo rites. She gave them $5,000 to
make her a 'saint." They locked her in a house for seven
days and nights with another "saint" who is• her "God-
mother."
She went through a ritual during which her head was
shaved, and chickens and doves were sacrificed and their
blood poured over her body. For a year she must wear a
white turban, support her "Godmother Saint," and get per-
mission before going anyplace. Mother now actually
believes_ that she has the power to cure, curse and kill!
Her lovely home has become filthy —cluttered with
candles and all sorts of ceremonial paraphernalia. She hangs
up the phone when we try to reason with her, and says if we
can't accept her new religion we can all drop dead. She vows
she will never give up her religion even if it means never
seeing her children or grandchildren again.
The police know all about this cult-, but they say they can't
do anything about it because our mother joined it of her own
free will. Her doctor says she definitely needs psychiatric
treatment, but we can't get a psychiatrist to commit her..
Meanwhile, our lawyer says that he is powerless to act
without a psychiatrist's affidavit.
Please help us.
DEAR WAITING: E en though your mother insists that
she chose this "rehgloa" of her own free will, she obviously
was ialluenced by some kind of mind-control such as
hypnotism or brainwashing.
The fact that your mother paid $5,000 to become a "saint"
and now claims powers to cure; curse and kill is clear
evidence that she is • very sick woman.
You need a lawyer and a psychiatrist who will work
.together in an effort to get your mother deprogram wed and
restored to normaky. Don't givewp!
DEAR ABBY: Some weeks ago you ran a letter from a
lady who claimed flatly that everyone in the world knows
the Swiss to be closer with a centime, tighter with a token, if
you please, than any other people. That statement has rankl-
ed me ever since.
As one whose ancestors wore the tartans and kilts. I take
umbrage at her claim, for the whole world knows that the
canny Scots are the most penurious people in the world.
As a matter of fact. 'tis common ken here in bonnie
Arizona that the Grand Canyon was dug in a fortnight when
my maternal great-great-grandfather, Pedro Gonzales
McLeod oPronounced McCloud), dropped a nickel, and it roll-
ed down a gopher hole.
DALE CANNON: TEMPE. ARIZONA
CONFIDENTIAL TO ETHEL GRAHAM VANCE —
wherever you are you for these profound lines:
"If white is good, and black is bad
Theo all my friends are gray or plaid."
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
self-addresoed envelope.
TUESDAY is Bargain Nit.
At These Theatres
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
a ell "YOUNG LADY CNATTERLEY"
121 South 7:15
•• ••
OFFICERS SERVING the Murray State University Women's Society for the 1978-79
year are, left to right, Wilma Beatty, secretary, Aurelia Batts, president, Janet Ward,
social co-chairman, and Joan Simpson, treasurer. Susie Malone, also a social co-
chairman, was unavailable for the photograph. The society is for all women faculty and
staff and wives of faculty and staff on the campus.
HELGA KELLAR and Maza Read, current members of the Murray State University
Women's Society, got acquainted with several newcomers to the Murray State cam-
pus at a welcoming coffee held by the society on Sept. 9. Pictured, left to right, are
Helga Kellar, Kathryn King, Linda Christensen, Maxa Read, and Mickey Gottfried Fifty-
two women attended the coffee held in the home economics lounge of the Applied
Science Building. Prospective members were escorted to the coffee by current mem-
berverving on the membership committee with Jean Bennett, chairman. Patty Pad-
dock publicity chairman.
New books at the Calloway





The world is Old Guard New
York society in the mid 1930's,
and an impoverished Any
Hunt has come to live in her
wealthy cousin's household as
a paid companion. Auchin-
closs creates a dramatic scene
in an exclusive setting.
ACHES AND PAINS, by
Robert Brestow, M.D. Pan-
theon.
The author describes the
exercises he has used suc-
cessfully to alleviate the aches
and pains associated with
advancing age.
THE DARK PASTURE, by
Jessica Stirling. St. Martin's
Press.







Mrs. Ronald Churchill will
be hostess to members of the
Magazine Club at two p.m. on
Thursday, Sept. 28, at Holiday
Inn. The devotion will be given
by Mrs. F. E. Crawford.
Music is said to be the true
universal speech of mankind
and Mrs. John C. Winter will
present em-
phasizing "Changing Times Q
Music."
The business meeting will
be presided over by the
President Mrs. Raymond
Dixon.
ALL MY MEADOWS, by
Patricia Leirnbach. Prentice-
Hall.
Readers may discover the
surprisingly varied qualities
of a "meadow" - a place of
escape, recreation and small
adventure.
LORD LET ME LOVE, by
Marjorie Holmes. Doubleday.
Here., together for the first
time, are Mrs. Holmes' own
favorites among her prayers,
poems and prose writings on
the expansive subject of
L.O.V.E.
TEACH YOUR WIFE HOW
TO BE A WIDOW, by Joseph
Newman. U.S. News & World
Report Books.
A guide intended for use by
both husbands and wives. It
presents the material in such
a way that the average in-
SUPPER FOR TWO





Unusual and delicious — and
there's no "filler."
714-ounce can red salmon
2 tablespoons sour cream
Minced onion to taste
Paprika .
Turn salmon and its liquid
into a bowl; remove skin if you
like but leave the bones — they
are edible and nutritious. Mash
fine; mix in the sour cream
and onion. Turn into two but-
tered 6-ounce custard cups;
sprinkle with paprika. Bake in
a preheated 350-degree oven un-
til set -- about 20 minutes.
Loosen edges and unrnold; turn
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telligent woman can readily
become familiar with such
difficult matters as in-
vestments, taxes, housing and
employment.
JHE LAMP AND
LIGHTING BOOK, by Thelma
di Joy Newman. Crown.
Beginning with a basic
chapter on light and design,
the Newmans go on to explain
how to construct and wire the
basic lamp. The book is fully
illustrated.
Q: Mr. J. J. writes to ask
if regular exercise is es-
sential for good health. He
says that exercising has
become a sort of fad with a
number of his friends.
They appear to accom-
plish no more than others
who are not "caught up in
the exercise craze."
He asks, "Is there any
real evidence that ex-
ercise prolongs life?"
A: You are correct that
many persons live long and
useful lives without follow-
ing a regular exercise pro-
gram. In fact, many per-
sons do not enjoy sports
participation. Others do
not want to take the time
for regular exercise. Addi-
tional persons fail to ex-
ercise because they feel
very uncomfortable doing
SO.
Perhaps much of our
attitude toward exercise
results from training a
habit.
Exercise alone has not
been demonstrated to pro-
long life. The main reason
for regular exercise is that
it adds zest to life for many
who do so. Physical exer-
tion makes many persons
feel healthy.
Also, others who claim
not to participate in sports
or to follow a regular spe-
cial program (such as
Murray Country Club
Ladies Golf Planned
The ladies of the Murray
Country Club will observe the
last regular Ladies Day of the
golf season by playing an
Olympic Scramble on the back
side of the course on Wed-
nesday, Sept. 27.
Team prizes of gold, silver,
copper and ivory will be
awarded to the first four
places. In case of a tie, score
cards will be matched to
determine winners. All lady
golfers are invited to par-
ticipate in this final Ladies
Day activity.
Anyone who is not listed and
who wishes to play is asked to
come, and additional teams
will be formed at the tee. This
will be a shot-gun tournament
and play will begin promptly
at 9:00.
Teams are as follows:
Tee No. 10 — B. Lowry, B.
Spann, R. Cullom, and E.
Garrison.
Tee No. 11 — D. Fike, F.
Alexander, M. Watson, and L.
Moses.
Tee No. 12 — J. Sullivan, C.
Garrott, N. Frank, and J.
Muelheman,
Tee No. 13 — B. J. Purdom,
E. Slusmeyer, and J. Howe.
Tee No. 14 — F. Hulse, I.
Orr, C. Graham, E. S. Hutson.
Tee No. 15 —C. Hibbard, A.
Purdom, M. B. Overby, and A.
Haney,
Tee No. 16 — V. Sexton, J.
Fitch, and A. M. Adams.
Tee No. 17 — Evelyn Jones,
Toni Hopson, Lou Doran, and
C. Rexroat.
Tee No. 18 — M. Shuffett, L.
Lamb, and M. Phillips.
Those listed who are unable
to play should call  _golf
hostess, Betty Jo Purdom, at
753-2787.
Last week, Beverly Spann
shot an Eagle three on No. 9.
Betty Jo Purdom and Carol
Hibbard tied for medalist.
Winners in the first flight were
Toni Hopson, low, and Beverly
Spann second. Second flight
winners were Jane Fitch and
Louise Lamb. Mickey Phillips
had low in the third flight, with
Lynitta Moses second.
jogging) often walk con-
sistently, garden, or follow
a hobby which makes some
physical demands.
Equally irnportant to ex-
ercising is watching
weight and eating a bal-
anced, nutritious diet. Ade-
quate sleep and relaxation
are beneficial. Care
against accidents and the
avoidance of habits known
to be harmful to health,
such as smoking, also con-
tribute to well-being.
While regular, organized
exercise is not necessarily
a part of a health program,
such physical demands
can improve muscles and
enhance their coordina-
tion. Regular exertion in-_
creases tolerance of the
heart and blood vessels.
Persons who are suffi-
ciently self-disciplined to
exercise are often the
same ones who are also
careful in other aspects of
their lives and watch out
for their health.
How long one lives may
be principally determined
by his or her ancestors.
Quality of life is more in
our own hands. Good hab-
it.rand exercise to suit our
personal needs are justi-
fied as we try to enhance
the quality of life.
We have a special gift for you from
Kay Morrissey.
A brand ,new cookbook filled with 1
"TRIED AND TRUE" RECIPES
e hope you will take advantage of this
exciting offer.
Join the WEIGHT WATCHERS PROGRAM:
Losing weight never tasted so good!
The fee: $10 to join, then $4 weekly thereafter.
(No contracts to sign).
Class Schedule: Murray, Kentucky
First Presbyterian Church
1601 Main Street
Monday  6.30 p.m.
(Offer good only in Area 59-Kentucky & Southern_ Indiana) _
'WEIGHT WATCHERS" AND ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF
WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL, INC, MANHASSET, N.Y
WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL, 1978
Sept. 28, 29, 30
Thurs., Fri., Sat. — 9 til 5
Refreshments all day Friday, Sept. 29
Begin now to register for these free gifts
Fire Islander Woman — Outfit
Added Dimensions — Outfit
Exquisite Form "Big Gals" —
Bras & Girdles
DO NOT HAVE TO BE
• Crest Uniform — White Uniform
• Whittenton "Alive Tops".— Top
Come in, join the fun, see all that is


















































































































Murray High School Parent-
Teacher Organization will
have its back to school night
starting at seven p.m. with
each class to have a parents
meeting and refreshments to
be served following the open
house.
MSU Women's Society will
have its salad supper at 6:30
p.m. in Beshear gym on the
campus. All women faculty
and staff and wives of faculty
and staff of the university are
invited.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at 7:15 p.m.
For information persons may
call 759-1792, weekdays, or 759-
4875 or 753-9261, weekends.
Jackson Purchase 4-H and
FFA Steer Show, sponsored by
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, will be at
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, MSU, at
10:30 a.m. Free and open to
the public.
James Mapes, hypnotist,
will be presented in a program
in the Student Center, Murray
State University, at 8:30 p.m.
League of Women Voters
will present a membership
program at the Hospitality
Room, Peoples Bank, 12th and
Chestnut, starting at eight
p.m. with refreshments and
program to follow at 8:30 p.m.
Creative Arts Department
of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:30
a.m. Persons wishing to enter
art or needlework items in
district show call Sheila
Grogan, 753-0816, before
Monday.
Leisurecraft Camp will open
today at Brandon Spring
Group Camp, Land Between
the Lakes, and continue
through Wednesday.
Women of Murray Country
Club should make reser-
vations for the Wednesday
luncheon today with Edwina
Simmons, luncheon chairman.
Tuesday, September 26
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist church will
meet at the church at 9:30
a.m.
Murray Band Boosters will
sponsor a uniform sale at
Middle School Band Room at
seven p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Ann
Spann, 1615 Loch Lomond
Drive, at seven p.m.
-
Dexter Senior Citizens will
hear Bill Phillips speak at
10:30 a.m., with a potluck
luncheon to fo,llow, at the
Dexter Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
quilting, etc., at 10:30 a.m.,
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p.m. Board
will meet at St. John's (enter,
1620 Main, at 1:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Quota Club of Murray is
scheduled to meet at the
Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Women Aglow Fellowship
will meet at Kenbar Inn at





after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, its my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
3.(*pm*oit•
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Tuesday, September 26
James Mapes, hypnotist,
will be presented in a seminar
at 7:30 p.m. at the Student
Center, Murray State
University.
Program of chamber music
by members of the Murray
State music faculty will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. There is no charge
and the public is invited.
Wednesday, September 27
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country
Club with Edwina Simmons as
chairman. Golf with Betty Jo
Purdom as hostess, and
bridge with Flo Hendrickson
and Margaret Shuffett as
hostesses will be at nine a.m,
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Charismatic prayer-group
of St. Leo's Catholic Church
will meet at Seton Center, 312
North 12th Street, at seven
p.m.
Thursday, September 1:13
Magazine .Club will meet at
the Holiday Inn at two p.m.
with Mrs. Ronald Churchill as
hostess.
La Leche League will meet
at the home of Jennifer'
Heegel, 111 North Seventh
Street, Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
For more information on the
league for breast feeding
mothers persons may call 759-
4878.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m. and
monthly clean up at 10:30 a.m.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Jo Curris as speaker on
"Woman Talk."
Baptist WMU Rally Day will
be held at First Baptist
Church, Mayfield, at 11115
am. and seven p.m.
Legion of Mary"of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet in
' the rectory at 1:30 p.m.
Scene Sketching with
materials and instructions
provided will be held at
Empire Farm, Land Between
























Jemits.• RMITIAPANTS Offer *epees October 29, 1978
$295
CHARLIE ADAMS, Murray pharmacist, was guest
speaker at the meeting of the Zi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi held Sept. 7 at the Ellis Community Center. He
discussed the importance of properly understanding and
following directions for drugs, and answered questions from
members of the group about prescription and non-
prescription drugs. Adams is pharmacist at Say-Rite. Mary
Graves, chapter president, pttskled and plans for fall rush
and the upcoming Christmas bazaar were made. Joyce
Thomas and Glenda Wilson, hostesses, served refreshments
to Barbara Williams, Lois Ruiz. Wanda Morris, Brenda
Estes, Pam Thornton, Rheanetta Coleman, Leigh Jamison,
Debbie Villafour, Shirley Martin, Debbie Lyons, Vicky
Holton, Peggy Shoemaker, Mary Graves, Beth Lasater, and
Rowena Emerson, members, and Mr. Adams, guest.
Your Individual
Horoscope




FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign. _
ARIES"
M a r . 21 to Apr. 20) -
An excellent period in which
to establish the basis for a
more settled way of life. Plan
all moves wisely and with
future security in mind.
TAURIPS
t Apr. 21 to May 21)




however — and working
toward them only — will be
your winning .ticket:1
GEMINi
(May 22 to June 21)•
Opposition to youi ideas
could cause some in-
decisiveness but, if you're
suce-y.ou're on the right track,-
go ahead as planned.
CANCER
i June 22 to July 23)
Attempts to alleviate an
economic situation should be
most successful now. The
resources of another may
even be put at your disposal.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23
Confusion could result if you
misinterpret instructions.
miscalculate in any way. A
day for checking ALL
situltions.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Financial matters favored
— especially in the a.m. On
the personal score, however.
you may run into a bit of
difficulty in a romantic
situation.
LIBRA
f Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
This could be a livelier day
than anticipated but YOU can
meet all situations with grace
and agility. Romance favored.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A top performance needs
only your good management
and will power — rarely found
wanting in your Sign. Don't
waste tune on nonessentials
and, above all, don't un-
derestimate minor gains.
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 wr„koP
Some in situations
are indicated, but certain
"dull" matters will require
attention nevertheless. Attack
with determination and a
realistic point of view.
CAPRICORN ,
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) )
An appropriate time for
reevaluation. Make sure of all
procedures. Review
precedents and experiences of
others for enlightenment.
AQUARIUS
f Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 4")••••47.,'
A fine outlook. Avoid the
unconventional, hasty or
erratic, however. You have a
real opportunity to achieve.
don't spoil it through in-
difference or sporadic effort
PLSCES
Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
You must realize your
limitations, of course, but Do
strive to widen your boun-
daries, broaden your horizons
Your imagination is at a peak
now
You BORN TODAY are a
highly imaginative individual.
endowed with lofty ideals and
creative talents galore. There
is a practical side to your
nature, too, so you are able to
carry out your most Jnique
and imaginative ideas — r
•
Pacific Coast Indians once
hollowed out and shaped
canoes as long as 65 feet from
single red cedar logs
especially in such fields as
music, literature and pain-
ting. With so much of the
artistic prevailing in your
nature, it is unusual that you
should also possess fine
business acumen, but you do
and should you, through one
circumstance or another, find
yourself vocationally in a
commercial field, you would
undoubtedly reach an
executive level in a very short
time. Other fields open to your
talents: sculpture, designing,
the theater and interior
decorating. Birthdate of: T.S.
Eliot, poet, playwright; Julie








Hot and nutritious meals are
served daily at noon at the
Hazel Community Center for
senior citizens, according to a
senior citizens spokesman.
Recreation is held from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. each
day. Senior Citizens should







Baby Girl Hays (Tina),
1804-A Monroe, Murray,
Baby Boy Milby (Sandy),
Rt. 6, Bx. 341, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Janet M. Fielder,
1104 Dunlap, Paris, Tenn.,
Miss Julia A. Harris, 1206
Main, Murray, Mrs. Diana
L. Farley, 807 N. 18th,
Murray, Mrs. Agnes C.
Wade, Rt. 1, Boaz, Mrs.
Janie M. Dixon, Rt. 2,
Cadiz, Homer Outland, Jr.,
105 So. 10th, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia C. Allen, 722 Lone
Oak Rd., Paducah,
Lawrence Walters, Box 31,
Hardin, Tasmon K. Hale, Rt.
2, Murray, Mrs. Clotille V.
Wisehart, Rt. 1, Almo,
Odessa Tharpe, 322 Church,
Paris, Tenn.
Draii, canned small white
beans and marinate in olive oil
and lemon juice; serve with
Genoa salami, roasted
pimientos, ripe olives and












We will repair any make vacuum cleaner
without charge for labor from replacing belts
and bags to complete servicw, This offer is
good Thursday, Sept. 28th only, so push, pull
or kick your old vacuum cleaner to our store
for free service.
ALSO SPECIAL PRICES ON
NEW VACUUM CLEANERS
PAUL WINSLOW'S
Go4m1 Old hiNhion I Wile










STORE, INC.,•,,„,„,ares • Electrical Supplies
:C°ioram a teLPaawin sutsdpWotl spapersGarden
• Glass Products p......
.1?
74




A WIDE SELECTION OF:
• Housewares









• Locks & Keys
• Glass Products
We rent power toots am.; 'dt$
cleaning equipment








123 FIRST STREET N
Across from the
Fairgrounds
OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT




If you want to sell, get in Bell.
South Central Bell's-Yellow Pages
eat
South 12th Street











The city of Murray has its
share of traffic problems, par-
ticularly in the downtown
business district, the university
district, and the hospital
district.
The city council's public
safety committee is currently
studying the problem
throughout the city and in par-
ticular, the hospital and down-
town areas: The state Depart-
ment of Transportation is also
conducting 1raffic counts near
MSU and in other areas of the
city.
In addition to the traffic flow
problems. the committee is
taking a look' at another
problem ithe downtown
business distri t — that of large
trucks, which in many areas
have no place to park to unload
goods.
The downtown and hospital
traffic problems are going to be
compounded when construction
of the Medical Arts Building
and new wing at the hospital is
Business Mirror
completed.
The committee is attempting
to come up with solutions to the
problem and needs input from
local citizens.
We should all cooperate in
this effort. By working
together, we can make driving
through our city more hazard-







NEW YORK ( AP) — Intimations that
President Carter's anti-inflation
'program might include wage-price
standards is eliciting from business
spokesmen the frustrated comment
that restraints begin at home.
Home in this Instance is the White
House. where the administration has
been running big budget deficits that
are seen as the primary cause of in-
flation.
In recent years deficits are generally
tolerated as pump primers for a
deflated economy, but spokesmen for
the business community observe that
the current economy has been ex-
panding for 41 months.
. In such a situation, even relatively
small government deficits may be
inflitionary, they say. Aut recent
deficits have been mammoti 4— $51.1
billion in 1978 and perhaps close to $40
billion in 1979.
The President never-the-less referred
• to the fiscal 1979 budget as tight last
:week, and simultanously called on
• Americans to prepare themselves for
. sacrifices in order to restrain inflation.
. Such behavior, said Albert Cox, Jr.,
head of Merrill Lynch Economics, "is
the desperation of politicians to do
something' about inflation in the ab-
sence of facing up to its fundamental
causes — excessive federal spending
and money creation."
Perusing recent speeches, economic
letters and commentaries reader is
convinced that a very large part of the
big business community is angered that
Washington poses as an innocent while
blaming others.
Speaking to businessmen last week,
Ellmore Patterson, Morgan Guaranty's
executive committee chairman,
suggested that government cannot ask
sacrifices of the public unless it
sacrifices itself. •
"There would be a better chance to
build belief that inflation can be licked
If there were stronger evidence that the
Instrumentalities of government were
determined to be full partners," he
said.
"Governments that seek to solve
tough inflation problems by means
ether than resolute fiscal and monetary
action usually encounter limited suc-
cess," he said.
The Federal Reserve also is
Mu 'cry Ledger & Times
Walter I. Apperson
Fxbtor ' s ft Gene Ms-Cult-bean
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criticized. G. William Miller, chair-
man, lists "a balanced budget with full
employment" as the first step to
stability, but he too is accused of some
mismanagement.
Most common of the criticisms is that
the Fed over the past year has fatted to
achieve its money supply goals, and
that too many dollars are circulating
throughout the economy, thus fueling
inflationary demand.
Always critical of government
regulation, business has now merged
that battle with the anti-inflation fight,
thus drawing in more supporters and
perhaps making its overall argument
more acceptable to millions.
The National Association of
Manufacturers, for example, maintains
that regulation adds $666 to the price of
an average 1978 car, and $1,500 to $2,503
to the cost of a new house.
Commonwealth Consumer
Opinion Page Martteo HAS 111E
t•IGGNT 2411gt
OF VAII?




WASHINGTON — The slippery path
into national politics for Hollywood
glamor boys was embarrassingly
revealed when Robert Redford
stumbled trying to help Maine's
Democratic Sen. William Hathaway,
but the last act has just come to light; a
personal rebuke of Redford by the
party chairman.
Author of a scathing letter to RedforC
was Harold Pachios, former White
House aide to Lyndon Johnson and now
Maine's Democratic state chairman.
Calling Redford a "perpatetic talk
show performer," Pachios accused him
of making "superficial, patronizing
statements" after he suddenly can-
celled a fund-raising speech for
Hathaway early this year.
Redford cancelled his appearance le
Portland, arranged by Sen. Edward Nit
Kennedy, when he learned that
Hathaway favored a power-dam
project in Maine opposed by en-
vironmentalists. Redford is a most
vocal environmentalist.
Redford's last -minute cancellation of
his fund-raising mission cost Hathaway
a probable $20,000 to $25,000 and set off
a storm of charges and countercharges
against Redford for not having checked
out Hathaway's environmentalist views
before offering to come to Maine. That
charge-and-countercharge included a
letter Redford wrote to Pachios —
copies of major Maine newspapers —
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
Wills Are Not Costly
But Do Mean Savings
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It doesn't
cost a lot to write a will, and it will save
your family money and trouble after
you die.
If you don't have a will, you won't
have any say over the dispotion of your
property. It will be divided up as state
law specifies, and not necessarily as
you might have wished
Under Kentucky law, a so-called
holographic — handwritten — will is
valid. Or you cap type out your will and
sign it, but a typed version must be
witnessed by at least two people.
Doing it yourself means you can keep
the disposition of your estate secret
until you die. You should keep the will
in a secure place, such as a safety
deposit box. Or you can give the will to
the county clerk for safekeeping for a $1
fee.
If your estate is complex, or if you
own property out of state, you should
consult a lawyer. Fees for preparing a
will vary depending on the time and
research involved.
Some points to remember:
—Make the will short and concise.
Avoid ambiguous language.
—Clearly establish the identities of
people named in the will.
-In giving cash, it's better to
allocate percentages than dollar
amounts, since inflation and a changing
economy ran make specific figures
seem cockeyed several years later.
-- You can change a will any time
before you die, but never alter, erase,
or insert-new lariginnze- between the' -
lines. You can add amendments, called
codicils, but it's better to rewrite the
entire document than to invite con-
troversy as to what you meant
—If there's more than one sheet,
fasten them together securely and
number them. Sign each sheet.
Although there's no particular form
required for a will, it mud clearly in-
dicate intent. Here is one simple form
from a legal text:
I, (your name), of (your city or
town), county of (name of county of
legal residence) and state of Kentucky,
being of full age and of sound mind and
memory, do make, publish and declare
this to be my last will and testament,
hereby revoking all wills by me
heretofore made.
Item 1: I direct that Just debts and
funeral expenses be paid out of my
estate as soon as practicable after the
time of my decease.
Item II: All the propertyjeal and
personal, of every kind and dRicription,
wherever situated, which I may own or
have the right to dispose of at the time
of my decease, I give, bequeath and
devise to my wife-husband this or her
name), absolutely and in fee simple.
Item III: I make, nominate and
appoint my wife-husband (his or her
name), to be the executrix of this, my
twit will and testament, and I request
and no bond be required of her as such.
I further request that no inventory of
my estate be made or taken insofar as
the same may be lawfully omitted.
(Any other bequests may be added as
separate items.)
Sign it -Including the date signed and
the place signed.
Funny World
FFW subscriber Bart Kline hadn't
had a chance to unpack in his new
apartment when he found some mail for
the people upetaire in his letter box. fie-
took the letters over to the neighbors
and introduced himself. The neighbors
predicted that there would be letters for
another neighbor in Hart's box the next
day. "I don't get it," he said, puzzled.
:That's our rnailinain, Old Pete. Did it
to us when we moved in. By the end of
the weals you'll know everybody in the
byding "
accusing him of "irresponsible" con-
duct that "I thought went out with the
last administration."
Pachios' reply was private and
confidential: "The dramatic last-
minute cancellation of your appearance
in behalf of Sen. Hathaway may have
been motivated by a desire to un-
dermine his campaign or it may be that
you simply caved in under a little
pressure. . . You may be reasonably
certain that your recent 'bush' per-
formance is not likely to diminish the
box office of your future (film) per-
formances. We enjoy your films. A
knowledgeable lecturer you are not."
In other words, to Pachios and the
Democrats of Maine, Hollywood stars
should stay in Hollywood and stop
playing big shots in big-time politics.
Crane's Shaky Base
Rep. Philip Crane of Illinois, the first
announced candidate for the
Republican presidential nomination,
has been shaken up on his own political
base: the American Conservative
Union (ACU).
At a secret meeting of the ACU board
in the Rayburn House Office Building
which continued into early morning
hours, there was a strong consensus for
Crane to resign as ASU chairman
because of his presidential candidacy.
Board members grumbled that ACU
staffers have been drawn into the Crane
campaign. Only Rep. Steve Symms of
Idaho strongly supported Crane con-
tinuing a'ACCI head.
Looking Back
Crane backers complain that the
trouble was Stirred by crafty campaign
operative David Keene, a key aide of
Ronald Reagan and ACU board
member. But Rep. Bob Bauman of
Maryland, neutral in the Reagan-Crane
contest for the nomination, insisted that
the ACU will be in for deep trouble with,
the Federal Election Commission
(FEC) if Crane remains in charge.
A motion calling on Crane to resign
was defeated 12 to 6 after it was decided
to ask the FEC for an advisory opinion.
But the strong chance that the com-
mission will refuse to give such an
opinion only postpones a showdown
between Crane and his own political
base.
Wee Jimmy
White House aides believe President
Carter's political rehabilitation will not
really be complete until he regains full
physical stature in newspaper car-
toons.
Carter aides have noted with dismay
the shrinking of the president in the
cartoons as charges of incompetency
mounted — just as in the 1950s the
cartoon-Richard Nixon's beard grew
heavier and darker as controversy
enveloped him. Syndicated cartoonist
Pat Oliphant has been the pacesetter in
depicting a dwarfish Carter.
Despite what they perceive as
progress toward a less error-prone
presidency, the president's men so far
have looked in vain for growth in
Oliphant's Carter.
10 Years Ago
Sgt Larry F. Leslie has been
reported wounded in action with the
25th Infantry Division in Vietnam, and
is now in the hospital in Saigon. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Leslie and
the husband of the former Carolyn
Palmer.
Lt. Allen Valentine, son of Mr. and
Mrs Ottis Valentine, is serving with the
Army in Saigon, South Vietnam. He
called his parents by telephone last
night.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sophie
20 Years Ago
The Murray Lions Club heard
Vandall Wrather speak on the Clarks
River Watershed for the East Fork of
Clarks River at the meeting held Sept.
23 at Goshen Methodist Church.
The Rev. Dennis Knott, pastor of the
Hazel Methodist Church, will be the
speaker at the revival services to be
held at the church starting Sept. M.
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger and Mrs. James
Garland are conducting a training
course for Girl Scout Leaders at the
30 Years Ago
A local motorist was arrested by
Highway Patrolman Brigham rutrell
for passing a school bus while it was
unloading passengers. The motorist
was fined $19.50 by Calloway County
Judge Pink Curt
Speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club was Harry Sparks of the
Education Department of Murray State
College.' He was introduced by 'FA
Carter, program chairman.
The Rev. W. S. Evans, district
superintendent of the -Paris District at
the Methodist Church, will speak at the
First Methodist Church on Sept. 26,
according to the Rev. George T. Bell,
church pastor.
The Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout
Association will sponsor a Parents'
Smith, age 77.
Max Hurt spoke on "Why I Belong to
the PTA" at the meeting of the Kirksey
Parent-Teacher Association held
yesterday. He was introduced by Mrs.
Jewell McCallon, program chairman.
Guest speaker at the meeting of the
Calloway County High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America
was Miss Cathy Harris, according to
the chapter president, Rita Channey.
Maxwell House coffee is advertised
at 69 cents per pound in the ad for IGA
this week.
Girl Scout cabin.
Billy Murdock, member of the
Calloway County Board of Education,
spoke at the meeting of the Lynn Grove
High School Parent-Teacher
Association held Sept 18 at the school.
Jeanette Davis and Georgia Carol
Speight presented a musical program
at the meeting of the American legion
Auxiliary held Sept. 22 at the Legion
Hall.
Forum starting Oct. 4, according to
Mrs. 011ie Barnett, chairman of the
association.
Mrs. Hugh Farris was in charge of
the program presented at the meeting
of the Kirksey High School Parent-
Teacher Association held on Sept. 22.
Mrs. Bogard Dunn was the main
speaker with ,her subject being
- "Reading:" •
Bible Thought
Wherefore hath the I.ord smitten us
today before the Philistines?
Samuel 4:3.
When God permits us to be defeated
by His enemies we had better examine
ourselves and find out vrhytsb'
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose It to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 62-year-old
widow. I am drawing Social Security
widow's benefits from my husband's
Social Security account. I have been
seeing a gentleman lately and we are
thinking of getting married. Can you
tell me how this will affect my Social
Security benefits? — F.M.
Before the 1977 amendments the law
provided that a widow or widower who
remarried after age 60 could get either
a benefit equal to a wife's or husband's
benefit based on the first spouse's
earnings (which was less than the
widow's or widower's benefit she or he
was 'getting) or a wife's or husband's
benefit based on the current spouse's ,
earnings (if he is a beneficiary),
whichever is higher. In almost all cases
this meant a smaller benefit for a
widow or widower who remarried. The
new law provides that, effective with
respect to benefits for months starting
in January 1979, a widow or widower
who remarries after age 60 can get
either the survivor's benefit he or she
had been getting or a wife's or
husband's benefit based on the new
spouse's earning record, whichever is
larger. This prevents the reduction in
Social Security benefits upon
remarriage after age 60 that could
otherwise occur under the prior
provisions of the law.
This means that starting in January
1979, you can get remarried and keep
your entire Social Security widow's
benefit.
HEARTLINE: My husband will be 65
years old next year and he plans to
retire from private industry at that
time. Before he went into the service
during World War II, he worked in the
railroad industry. I am not exactly sure
how long he worked for them. Will he be
able to draw any retirement benefits
from the railroad due to this work? —
B.W.
Under the Railroad Retirement Act.
the minimum requirement for en-
titlement to a Railroad Retirement
annuity is 10 years ( 120 months ) of
railroad service. Military service is
creditable as railroad service under
certain conditions. If an employee's
total months of service, including any
creditable military service, are less
than 120 months, his railroad
retirement credits are transferred to
the Social Security Administration and
treated as Social Security credits.
HEARTLINE: I am a senior citizen
64 years old. I am planning on a cross-
country trip to see my daughter and her
husband this fall. I will make this trip
by airplane. My concern is that I take
three different types of daily
medications. I know that when a person
flies that their baggage is X-rayed at
airport security check points. How will
this affect my drugs? Do these X-ray
machines have any effect on
prescription drugs? — L.N.
This will have no effect. While some
dosages of the X-ray can be harmful to
certain types of film there is no effect
when prescription drugs and vitamins
are exposed -- the exposure being for
such a short length of time and the
dosage very low. However, if you are
worried, pack all such drugs in a
separate bag and ask to have that bag
hand-inspected as you go through the
checkpoint, or carry the drugs through
yourself. It's wiser, anyway, to pack all
medicines in hand luggage in case your
checked baggage is lost or delayed.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes' the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
SAL *alter D. Huddlestan
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. ('. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, I). C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
,Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
5644500 or by writing to them in care
State of the Capitol Building,
Frankfort, —*Kr- —406017 Horne
addresses of state legislators
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Checks To Catch 'Cheaters' Cause Delays In BEOG Applications, Vinson Reports
Edit checks built into the
Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant BEOG
program "to catch the
cheaters" have been cited by
the U.S. Office of Education as




coordinator in the Student
Financial Aid Office at
Murray State University, was
among a group of financial aid
officers from nine
Southeastern states offered
that explanation at a recent
emergency • meeting in
Atlanta.
Vinson, one of eight Ken-
tucky representatives at the
meeting, said they were told
that the edit checks caused
many more problems and
processing delays than an-
ticipated by the federal
agency.
An estimated $100 million to
$150 million has been
overawarded to people who
have cheated the BEOG
system since it was instituted
five years ago, according to U.
S. Office of Education
representatives.
More than three million
applications for the 1978-79
academic year have been
received by the BEOG
processing agency, with 1.6
million determined to be
eligible.
Despite the fact that most
postsecondary educational
institutions have completed
fall registration, Vinson noted,
more than 500,000 BEOG





information when they ap-
plied.
U.S. Office of Education
representatives told the group
at the emergency meeting
that the BEOG processing
agency is processing
corrections at the rate of
50,000 a week and that a new
application should be through
the process in about 11 days.
"While the delay on
processing is a problem to
some extent for all post-
secondary educational in-
stitutions," Vinson explained,
"a number of schools have
been dramatically affected
because students who have not
received their completed
Basic Grant Reports
represent a major portion of
the enrollment and have not
been able to get in school."
Ad Workshops Set
At MSU Saturdays
A series of six art workshops
for students in grades one
through six will be conducted
at Murray State University on
Saturday mornings beginning
Oct. 7.
James W. Stickler, assistant
professor of art and director of
the workshops, said classes in
drawing, painting, paper-
making, and wire sculpture
will meet from 9 to 11 a.m. on
Saturdays for six weeks.
Classes will feature in-
dividualized instruction,
according to Stickler. He said
junior and senior art majors
with extensive studio ex-
perience will teach the
workshops, which will have a
ratio of about four students for
each instructor.
"Course content will em-
phasize technical and con-
ceptual mastery, providing
the student with art interests
an opportunity to develop
more fully his ability to create.
visual expressions," Stickler
added.
All classes will meet in the
facilities of the Department of
Art in the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
A fee of $10 for materials
and related costs will be
collected from each student in
the workshops.
For more information or to
register a child, parents
should call James Stickler in
the Departmeat of Art at 762-
3787.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%turrets's who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy el ml Murrey teeter &
Times 530 p.m. Mondey-
Fridley or by 330 p.m. on Safer.
eats we oryeil to ea 731-1916
bohemia 5:30 p.m. awl 4 p.m„
Mortally-hider', sr 39. p.m.
owl 4 p.m Weary., is lasers
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
mint be placed by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Satertleys
to riarmstee delivery
He said the Student finan-
cial Aid Office at Murray
State solved that problem by
allowing more than 300
students who have en-
countered processing delays
to enroll pending receipt of
their completed Basic Grant
Reports.
-Many students who are
experiencing processing
delays are confused by the
fact that their applications
were not acceptable," Vinson
continued, "and some may
even believe they are' not
eligible for BEOG awards."
He said he is concerned that
some students may have
become so frustrated by the
rejection of their applications,
in spite of their attempts to
provide correct information,
that they have given up.
"Our hope is that Murray








campus where people are
available to advise them on







GE 17.6 Cu. Ft.
Refrigerator
with Free Ice Maker
• No Frost 'Energy Saver Swdch
• 4 67 Cu Ft Zero Degree
Freezer
• Twin Dairy Compartments
• Two Adiustable Shelves





,(EkrAkER FREE War. PuRCIIASE OF REFRIGERATOR AEA SS VOL ut
OTY. DESCRIPTION PRICE
1
Goodyear Service Stores will be closed all day, Tuesday, October 3rd, for inven-
tory, and will re-open Wednesday, October 4th. To prepare for this inventory, we
have reduced prices on most items in our stores, so yqu can save on hundreds of
bargains like the ones listed here. Come early because it's first come, first served!
Sale ends Saturday, September 30th.
SAVE ON TV
17.6 Cu.Ft. White Ref. w/icemaker $499
17.6 Cu. Ft. Almond Refr. w/icemaker $499
17.6 Cu Ft. Harvest Gold Refr. w/icemarker $499
15.7 Cu. Ft. White Refr. Frost Free $459
20.7 Cu. Ft. Almond Refr. w/ice in door $769
SAVE ON WASHERS & DRYERS
GE 2-Speed Washer With
Filter Flo' System
• Standard Capacity 2 in 1 Washer
With Mini-Basket'° Tub
•3 wash Spin Speed Combination,'
•Variable Water Levels
• 2 Cycles- Regular and Polyester
Knit 'Permanent Press
• 3 Wash Rinse Temperatures With
Energy Saving Cold Water Rinse
• Gieach and Fabric Softner Dispenser
$27988
QTY. DESCRI 1014/ PRICE
2 white Heavy Duty dunmercial Dryers $199
2 Avacodo Heavy Duty Washers ,
1 Harvest Gold Heavy Duty Washer
1 white Dryer w/Auto Sensor













4 C78X14 Cruiser Blackwall ' $22.00 - 11 85
24 R78X15 Power Guide White Wall $29.00 - $2 65
14 D78X14 Power Guide White Wall $24.00 - $2.01
4 G78X14 All Weather 78 Blackwall $29.00 - 02 19
4 G78X15 All Weather 78 Blackwall $30.00 - 52 38
Oty. Size ' Description PRICE
Pius F.E.T.
No Trade Needed
8 G78X14 Cushion Belt Whitewall $39.00 4-12.47 es,
8 H721X14 Cushion Belt Whitewall $41.00 +$2.70
8 G78X15 --Etss/riort-Beit Whitewall NSA +$2.55
a H78X15 Cushion Belt Whitewall UM +$2.77
8 I.78X15 Cushion Belt Whitewall NILS -i-$3.05
NO-HASSLE AUTO SERVICE
Lube & Oil Change
$588 Includes up toISargaunad"11073ar'oil
PROTECTS MOVING PARTS -
ENSURES QUIET OPERATION
• Complete oil change and chassis lubrication
.Ensures smooth performance reduces the
chances of wear
• Please phone for appointment
• includes 1,ght tr,clas
$ 1588 aAndgistrra4.Ceps eadxst r aF font wheel drive
excluded
HELPS IMPROVE TIRE WEAR 4' t
AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE .
• Inspect and rotate all 4 Ilres
%Set Caster camber and toe-in to faciy
specifications
?Inspect suspension and steering SsiSle,
•Most U S cars-some imports
Front-End Alignment
and 4 tire Rotation gw-






HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER
I WAR*. afoRt 0.se
Ortolan min, /Raba Rads and wag.. want
• Selacti iron, rotor;
• R•liat • irn••I beannqi
•Ch.c Cannata anti O IllyStOto
• 6,1,1 n, node ',Cr ittri••,• ,
4 Ven•40 Otunt
10si14 At. billit• antepti an 4 shit.
• NO* ltont wen.* leant




Most U S Cars -also most Datoun. Toyota and VW
Engine Tune-Up
$3988 s3488 $4688
Price includes parts and labor
$4 less for electronic ignition,
• Electronic engine starting and charging systeh'h
analysis
• Install new points spark plugs condenser and otor
• Set dwell and engine timing to specifications
• Adiust carburetor for FIALIAITurr fuel economy
• No extra charge for air conditioned cars
. inciude Volkswagen. Toyota Datsun and light ,uckis
GE Color Monitor 19"
Diagonal TV
• 100% Solid State Chassis
• Modular Chassis Design
.GE s Picture Tube
System
• Black Matrix Picture Tube




2 Early American Console $599
I 25" Color Console w/custom Picture $639
1 25" Color Console w/Custom Picture $679
1 13" Color Portable w/AFC $349







and Cue Pause Lever









2 Eight Track w/speakers $59.88
1 Turntable w/speakers
1 Eight Track, Turntable,
AM-FM Recorder
w/speakers component system $189.88
1 Consoft Eight Track, Turntable,




ON. Size Description PRICE
Plus F.E.T.
No Trade Needed
10 FR78X15 Belted Radial Whitewall
h
$2900 4 $2.45
20 I.R78X15 Steel Belted Radial Whitewall $65.00 -'-53:4
. 12 GR78X15 Steel Belted Radial Whitewall $55.00 +$2 75
12 HR78X15 Steel Belted Radial Whitewall 871_50 +$2.90
12 GR78X14 Steel Belted Radial Whitewall $65.00 -4112.61
Oty. Size Description PRICE
Plus F.E.T
No Trade Needed
4 J78X15 Polyglas Blacks all $32.00 4 $2 96
4 B78X14 Cruiser Blackwall 815.00 4 $1 77
4 GR70X15 Custom Gard GT ()utile letters $69.00 4 $1 12
4 CR70X13 Wide Tread Steel Radials 845.00 4 $2.21
4 HR78X15 General Motors Tread Radial $.55.00 4 53.03
ATTENTION FARMERS!!!
We now have a vast selection of rear farm tires and combine
tires.
FOR EXAMPLE





721 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky.
Just Say 'Charge It'
Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account
• Goodyear RewelYing.C.kuisge • Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard • American Express Card





Store Hours: 7:30 a.m). until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday Until 8:00 p.m.
753-0595
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HORTICULTURE II class members at Callow as Counts High School are pictured
during a field trip to the Coleman Mathis and Sons Orchard located near Mayfield. Red
Delicious and Golden Delicious apples were being harvested from the 40-acre or-
chard visited by the class. Class members pictured left to right are (seated) Sandra
Futrell. Linda Davis. Marty Carravvay, Tammy Locke, Jackie Parker and Renaye Starks.
(standing) Betts Pounds, Joel White, Stephanie Wyatt, Connie Curd Tim Stone, Carol
Cooper Paula Cavitt and Carol Watkins. The classis taught by lamie Potts.
FFA TOBACCO GRADING. TEAM WINS — Three members of the Calloway County
Chapter of Future Farmers ot America won first place honors in both dark-fire cured
and dark-air cured tobacco grading at the State FF A Tobacco Grading Contest held at
the Kentucky State Fair in Aug. From left are Steven Enoch, Mickey Overbev and Terry
Lynn Paschall. Commissioner of Agriculture for the state of Kentucky, Tom Harris
made the award presentation at the FFA Awards program during the Fair. Mickey
Os erbey was also high individual scorer in the dark-fire cured contest scoring 91 out
of a possible 100 points. This is the fourth consecutive year that a Calloway FF A team
has won air-cured tobacco grading.
(Editor's Note: This column
marks the first of a weekly
series of farm page columns
from the Calloway County
Extension Off ice.
By JEAN W. CLOAR
County Extension Agent
For Home Economics
Study your clothes for
recycling possibilities.
If money is scrace and
clothing prices seem "out of
sight" cheer up. You may
have the makings of some
"new" fall and winter clothes
right in your closet.
Most of us have clothes we
don't wear for one reason or
another. Some of them are
worth recycling, giving them
a new personality that puts
them back into active service.
It's fun to discover these
hidden treasures that a little
bit of imagination and work
can transform. Start by
studying fall fashion
magazines and deciding what
styles appeal to you. Then
inventory your clothes.
dividing them into five
groups:
— Those you can wear "as
is"
— Those that need only
slight changes
— Those that need major
changes
— Those with usable fabric
— Those that are hopeless
give them away I
Small Changes
Some clothes will just need a
slight change or alternation
such as: new buttons and-or
belt, decorative stitching
around yokes, collars, pockets
and belts; a changed hem
length.
If the original hemline
shows because of soil, wear or
a permanent crease, you
might cover it with braid,
rick-rack or decorative stit-
Stubblefield Jerseys To Exhibit
Stubblefield Jerseys of
Murray, will be an exhibitor at
this year's North American
International Livestock
Exposition. scheduled for
November 4-18, in Louisville,
Kentucky. They have entered
8 head of Jersey cattle in the
competition and joins nearly
12,000 other quality livestock
entries in 1978 show activities.
According to Kentucky
Commissioner of Agriculture
Thomas 0. Harris, they will
compete for premiums and




ag finance really means."
It was a rough year for Frank and Jean.
but' they found their way through it
They also found that PCA really is the
dependable source of agriculture credit
... in good times and bad.
Jackson Purchase PCA
Norm Kr 30$ N Ali 153 5602
Anita McCallon Secretory
Keys F Keel- Field Office Manager
Richerd Price - Field Reore-entatiye
6225,000 for overall North
American International Show
activities this year. The North
American International
Livestock Exposition now
ranks among the largest
shows of its kind in the world,
and honors bestowed on
exhibitors' livestock entries
are respected worldwide.
Events to transpire during the
November show include
classes for beef cattle, dairy
cattk, swine, sheep, and
Quarter Horses.
Manager of the North
American International,
Harold Workman, indicated
that a major expansion is
underway for the 1978 show, to
include events and activities
which wlll enhariche scope
and interest areas olthe show.
In addition, the show will also
feature a large commercial
exhibit seetion, open daily in
the East Wing. The many






year will feature: Dairy Show,
November 4-8. featuring The
All-American Jersey Show
and Sale; The National
Guernsey Show; The
Southeastern National Brow,,
Swiss Show; Shows fo
Holstein and Ayrshire; Five
National Dairy Sales. Quarter
Horse Show, November 8-11,
featuring 52 different events
plus a sale. Sheep Show,
November 11-17, featuring:
National Suffolk Show and
Annual Meeting; National
Hampshire Show and Annual
Meeting; National Southdown
Show and Annual Meeting;
Shows for 9 other breeds and 4
Sales. Beef Show, November
12-17, featuring: National
Angus Show and Annual
Meeting; National Shorthorn •
Show and Annual Meeting;
Nal Iona! Chianina Show and
Annual Meeting; Shows for
other breeds and 14 Sales.
Swine Show, November 12-15,
featuring a singles and
truckload Market Swine Show.










Here are just a few of the big
changes you can make:
— Convert a dress to a tunic
by shortening it, adding a
different and colorful belt,
perhaps changing the sleeve
length and -or neckline.
— Make a vest from
jumper or dress
— Make a dress into a skirt
or blouse
— Lenghten a fitted or
semi-fitted coat with bands or
leather, suede, or self-fabric
— Cut off and hem slacks to
make shorts. Full pants
convert nicely into culottes
— Shorten a long skirt to a
becoming daytime length.
— Restyle sweaters by
Three income tax
workshops will be conducted
in the state this fall for
individuals who want to get
started in the business of
preparing income tax
returns for farmers.
Dates and places for the 3-
day workshops are: Oct. 18-
20 at the Holiday Inn North
in Elizabethtown, Nov. 1-3 at
the Carnahan House north of
Lexington on Newtown Pike,




by the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service, are only for
those who will be preparing
tax returns for others for
the first time this year,
according to Stephen Allen,
Extension farm management
specialist in the University
changing neckline, sleeve
length, and hemline
— You'll think of more
ideas
Suit your recycling and
restyling choices to your
sewing skill. If you are a
beginner or haven't sewn for
years, this might be-a- good
time to sharpen your skills by
starting on a simple garment.
Some things not suitable for
restyling might be made into a
completely new garment if
you're certain the fabric is
worth your time and effort.
-- For more help, stop by the
Galloway County Cooperative
Extension Service office at 209
Maple Street.
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
He says that instruction
will be slanted toward the
fundamentals of income tax
preparation for farmers.
More advanced workshops
will be held later in the fall
for tax practitioners already
established in the business
and for beginners who at-
tend the earlier sessions.
Enrollment at each of the
tax workshops for beginners
will be limited, and there is
a $15 fee. Allen advises
interested individuals to




Requests for an invitation
letter and registration form
also may be made by phone,
606-257-2981.
CHIGGER WEED CARROT — Sonny Parkhill of H..,/el
displays two carrots from his garden and a carrot that
gre.w..on the- bottom. of Queen Anne's Lace, commonly
called chigger weed. Parkhill's wife was pulling carrots
and weeds in the garden and found the chigger weed
carrot in a row of carrots. Parkhill thinks-that a seed from
the Queen Anne's lace look root in the carrot and the
carrot fed it, although he intends to ask agriculture
specialists about it
Farmers Air Service





OKRA TREE?? — Edison Moore of the Tom Taylor Road
stands beside an okra vine that grew up around a dead
tree in his yard. From all appearances, it looks like a tree
in itself. Moore said the seed was from Brazil.
GIANT BUTTERBEANS — Edison Moore displays some
giant butterbeans that grew at his farm. Moore has no
idea why the beans grew so large.
Just listed. Good producing bottom land farm
with a total of 48 acres. Approximately 36 are
tendable. If your looking for production' land in
the Coldwater community this is it. There's not
much land offered at $700 per acre and this
shouldn't last long so hurry up and give us a
call
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
Ron Talent 753-9894 Cynthia Gamble 759-1396
Rill Harrison 759-4531 Linda McKinney 753-8567
Why gamble? Protect your
valuables from fire, theft or
loss ... in one of our safe
deposi4 boxes 44-oosts.you:"
just pennies a day . . a
small price to pay for real
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Haggling over price may
seem more suited to a Mideast
bazaar than to a Midwest
boutique, but give-and-take
bargaining can save you just
as much money at home as it
can abroad.
That is the advice from a
group of economists at
Citibank, the nation's second
largest commercial bank.
Experts quoted in the bank's
latest newsletter say the trick
lies in knowing where, when
and how to haggle. "You don't
bargain in a big store or about
groceries in your super-
market."
What about in a bank? "You
can bargain with-- us," said
April Klimley of the Citibank
public affairs department.
Ms. Klimley conceded,
however, that most bank
charges are fixed. "It would
vary from service to service,"
she said. "But there are
certain kinds of branch 'owls
where people do bargain.‘
Branch loans are paid back all
at once rather than in in-
stallments. Tiley are often
''secured" — backed by
something like stocks or by
large deposits.
The Citibank economists
say that -for big-ticket items,
a certain amount of haggling
is not only expected, it's the
accepted way of life." Prices
for appliances and
automobiles vary widely, for
example, and dealers have a
certain amount of freedom to
negotiate. Bargaining could
get you a better service
Trial Of Man Linked To
Vesco Scheme To Begin
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) —
Trial begins today in federal
court here of a 35-year-old
Albany businessman, also
under indictment in Kentucky,
who has been linked with a




• Robert L. Herring, Albany,
Ga., and Jerry Dean Dor-
miney, a gasoline distributor
of Moultrie, Ga., both are
charged with obtaining
fraudulent loans.
Herring also is accused of
racketeering in connection
with the operation of his
business, Herco Equipment
Co. of Albany.
Dorminey also must stand
trial later with Carlton Dixon,
of Moultrie, on charges that
they paid a $10,000 bribe to an
Internal Revenue Service
officer.
Trial of Herring and Dor-
miney will be the first major
court move brought by the
government since it in-
tensified a nationwide in-
vestigation of widespread
criminal activities in the
nation's coal industry earlier
this year.
Rackteering charges
against Herring involve the
sale of coal mining equipment
handled by his firm and the
procurement of loans from
finance companies.
He has been indicted in
Kentucky on a charge of theft
by deception in the sale of a
$100,000 piece of mining
equipment.
All persons involved in the
Savannah trial have been
ordered by U.S. District Court
Judge Wilbur Owens not to
discuss the case.
A supporter of President
Carter, Albany attorney
Spencer Lee IV; said that
Herring offered him $1 million
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several of Carter's closest
advisers, including Charles
Kirbo and Hamilton Jordan,
about Vesco's problems but
that he withdrew before
personally contacting Jordan.
Vesco, believed to be in the
Bahamas, is accused in five
federal indictments of stealing
millions of dollars from a
publicly held corporation.
He also is accused of of-
fering a $200,000 contribution
to the 1972 campaign of former
President Richard M. Nixon in
order to win favorable
treatment from the ad-
ministration.
Jody Powell, White House
press secretary, said the
administration Wants to arrest
Vesco and bring him to trial.
One source close to the legal
maneuvering said the Vesco
connection, however, has
nothing to do with the charges
against Herring.
contract or an extra accessory
at no extra charge.
Isn't haggling an unusual
subject for a big bank? No,
said Sarah Wells, editor of the
newsletter. Bargaining is
simply "a money-saving
device ... It's 'buymanship,"
she said.
For places where you can
haggle, there are some
general guidelines to keep in
mind. Among them:
—Bone up on the mer-
chandise involved. If your
purchase of a new car involves
a trade-in, for example, ask
the dealer exactly how much
he is giving you on your old
auto, then check a used-car
price guide to see if the
allowance seems fair.
—Bargain with dignity.
Don't antagonize the seller or
make disparaging remarks
about the store or the goods.
—Be sure you deal with
someone who has the power to
make concessions. If a clerk
says, "I'm sorry, but the
manager sets the prices," ask
to see the manager.
—Don't exaggerate or make
unrealistic claims.
Automobile dealers, for
example, generally have a
pretty good idea of what their
competition is charging.
—Haggle in privacy. Don't
put the seller in the position of
having other customers
demand why you are getting a
better deal than they are.
—Don't limit bargaining to
price alone. The seller may
not be willing to cut the price,
but he or she may be willing to
provide things like free
alterations or delivery.
—Try to negotiate discounts
for buying in quantity or out of
season. Be flexible. You may
be able to get a better price if
you accept an item that is in
stock instead of one that has to
be specially ordered.
—Ask if there are discounts
for paying cash.
Begin Opens Knesset's
Debate On Peace Pact
JERUSALEM (AP) —
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin opened the Israeli
Knesset's debate on the Camp
David peace accords today
after the parliament expelled
a militant defender of Jewish
settlements in the occupied
territories who kept in-
terrupting him.
"Stop cheating the nation!"
shouted fiery Geula Cohen, a
member of Begin's own party
who demanded that he resign
because of his agreement at
Camp David to abandon the 18
Jewish settlements in the
Sinai Desert in exchange for
peace with Egypt.
Begin tried again to start his
speech, and again Mrs. Cohen
interrupted, shouting: "I
Answer to Saturdays Puzzle
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request the right to defend the
land of Israel from the prime
minister."
Begin shook his head and
muttered, "Terrible." After a
brief recess, the Knesset voted
that Mrs. Cohen should be
removed for disturbing the
proceedings.
"I respect the Knesset vote
but I don't respect the prime
minister's proposal, which is
bringing us neither peace nor
security nor honor," said Mrs.
Cohen as she walked out of the
chamber.
The deputies vote Wed-
nesday on the agreements
Begin reached with Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.
Approval was virtually
guaranteed by endorsement of
the accords Sunday by the
Cabinet and the chief op-
position party.
Begin and Sadat agreed to
conclude a peace treaty within
three months if the Knesset
agreed to disband the Jewish
settlements Israel established
in the Sinai Desert after it took
the peninsula from Egypt in
the 1967 Arab-Israeli War.
An affirmative vote in the
Knesset will clear the way for
final negotiations to end 30
years of war and uneasy truce
between Israel and Egypt. A
negative vote will nullify the
Camp David agreements.
Reliable sources said Begin
argued "forcefully" in an
eight-hour cabinet session
Sunday for approval of the
Camp David framework for
an Arab-Israeli peace
agreement, a unilateral ac-
cord with Egypt and the
decision to give up the Sinai
outposts if a peace treaty is
signed with Egypt. Eleven
ministers backed the plan, two
opposed it, one abstained and
three declined to vote without
party authorization. One
minister was absent. Both
opponents were members of
Begin's own conservative
Likud Party.
The settlement question —
whether peace with Egypt is
worth the surrender of 18
largely agricultural outposts
on the northern and eastern
fringes of Sinai -- touched off
a painful national debate. It
was still being argued in party
forums as the Knesset
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ON ANY ONE OF 25
ELECTRONIC KITS*
Bring in this coupon and save from 7%
to 72% on kits listed below Our ex-
clusive science project kits, hobbyist
kits, workshop and automotive kits



























"s5 savings only on kits listed above by catalog
number Coupon not good for Science Fair and
ArcherKits Red Tagged at 37°, to 63% off One
coupon per kit Offer expires 11 15 78







































Handy reference, CB 10 codes on tme
CB slang on reverse 68-1032
At Radio Shack
— 
7111111111S4 CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)
WHEREVER YOU LIVE. WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK ST







PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STUrli
Olympic Plaza
12th Street, Murray
A DIVISION OF '5140v CORPORATION
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46-Yard Eagle Field Goal The Clincher




Prior to Saturday's game,
Tennessee Tech quarterback
Milton Jenkins led the Ohio
Valley Conference in total
offense average 1201.5) and
passing yardage 064.0). That
201.5 figure was also good
enough to rank him No. 2
nationally in that department.
But after an unproductive
first quarter in which he
completed only one pass, he
found himself on the bench for
the remainder of the half, with
junior Jimmy Maynord his
replacement.
Jenkins did get back into the
game . to aid Maynord and
Cecil Fore, who scored- three
touchdowns, and help Tech to
a 24-14 conference victory
over Murray State.
-Jenkins is our starter,"





team travels to Fulton
fr County for a 7 p.m. contest
today .
The Lakers are fresh off
a 12-6 victory/ over Lone
Oak that gay them their
first win of season.
Wade, "but Maynard will
usually see about as much
playing time as he will. It's
just according to who is
leading the team the best."
Most of the leading Satur-
day for Tech was done by
Fore, a 5-10 senior running
back. He edged Murray's
Danny Lee Johnson for game
rushing honors, 148-142, and
his three touchdowns were all
the Golden Eagles needed to
win their first OVC outing.
Racer Coach Mike Gottfried
felt that Maynord's entering
the game helped Tech, and
hurt the Racers. "I think we
really had Jenkins rattled. On
his first pass attempt, we
sacked him. When Maynard
came in, he seemed to settle
his team down.''
Johnson rambled for 119
first-half yards, but it was his
two fumbles that Tech
capitalized on for its two first-
half touchdowns:
Johnson coughed up the first
one on the third play of the
game after picking up 16
yards. Three plays later, Fore
shot off tackle for the first
score from 11 yards out to give
the Eagles a 7-0 lead.
The Racers drove deep into
Tech territory in impressive
style late in the same period,
marching to the Eagle 27 on 13
plays from their 20. But
Johnson's second fumble was
recovered by Tech linebacker
Mark Ogletree.
On second .and Seven at the
39, Fore toot- a pitch from
Maynord and ran 61 yards
down the right sideline for his
second touchdown. Wayne
Anderson's kick made it 14-0.
Murray came right back,
scoring twice in the final eight
minutes of the first half to tie
the game.
Starting from their own 22,
the Racers advanced to the
Tech 13 with nine minutes left.
The drive was aided by
Johnson's 29 yard scamper to
the Eagles' 25.
Dickens found tight end
David Thomas open over the
middle for a touchdowns
strike, pulling Murray within
14-7.
The Racers began their
third long drive of the half
from their 19, with Johnson
again instrumental in helping
Murray to the Tech nine-yard
line. Dickens found Thomas
open again from there, and
Murray tied the game on Jim
Dunnaway's kick with 1:12
left.
Tech recovered for what
Gottfried felt was a pivotal
series of the game. The Eagles
marched marched 36 yards to
the Racer 29, and from there
Wayne Anderson baoted a 46-
yard field goal to give Tech
the eventual winning points
and a 17-14 lead.
"That seemed to give them
a big lift going into the
dressing room at halftime,"
said Gottfried.
Anderson should be getting
used to such success. He
kicked a field goal — also from
46 yards — against Western
Carolina with only 1: 11 left to
Murray State offensive line coach Dino Poparella talks with linemen Reggse Pope (60), Mitch
Nelson 159) and Don Hutchinson (64) during Saturday's conference opener with Tennessee Tech.
The Racers lost 24-14.
give the Eagles a 22-20 vic-
tory.
Anderson tried another 46-
yarder with three minutes left
in the third quarter, but it
barely sailed wide left. "His
brother was standing behind
the end zone when he kicked
it," said a Tech assistant
coach, "and he said it was
_right an the nose until it was
almost there. Then it hooked
quickly."
That attempt was as close
as either team came to
scoring after Tech managed
the game's final points with
only a minute gone in the third
quarter.
The Eagles advanced from
their 20 to the Murray 1, where
Fore rambled in for his final
touchdown. Nine of the yards
during the drive came on a
pass completion from Jenkins
to Craig Rolle, Tech's all-time
leader in catches and yards
gained on receptions.
Jenkins should by now know
the moves of Rolle by heart.
They were teammates at
Northwestern High School, in
Tennessee. But evidently he
doesn't know them well
enough — or at least he isn't
throwing enough.
Wade feels that Rolle is the
best receiver he has ever
coached, but he also feels his
quartetbacks aren't getting
him the ball.
• • He says he can get open, he
gets open," said Wade, "but
they won't throw to him."
The 1977 All-America
candidate caught 42 passes for
734 yards last season, but had
Nit four for 48 against the
Racers.
The Racer offense crossed
midfield only twice in the
second half — one of those
times being to the Tech 49.
Murray managed a first and
10 situation at the Eagle 44
late in the third quarter, but
was forced to punt after the
offense stalled.
-We're fighting mediocrity
now," said Gottfried. "Not by
everyone, but by some of the
players. We made a step
toward eliminating that at
Tech, but we have a long way
to go."
Linebacker Donald White
was lost for the season
following an ankle chip
sustained against Tech.
Johnson and quarterback
Mike Dickens are both
doubtful darters Saturday
after elbow injuries. Defen-
sive tackle Chuck Marquess
pulled a hamstring muscle.
The Racers, now 1-2, travel
to Morehead for another OVC
battle Saturday, then return




•. Western Kentucky took two
of three doubles matches to
edge the Murray State women
8-1 and hand the Racer netters
their first loss of the season
Saturday at the MSU tennis
complex.
The Racers ran their record
to 8-0 with victories over
Southwest Missouri and SIU-
Edwardsville after two
matches in the quadrangular
meet, and were tied at 3-3
after the six singles matches
with the Hilltoppers.
Karen Weis and Bitsy Ritt
defeated Katie Tinus and
Shelly Fredlake 2-6, 6-3, 6-4 at
Ncr. 1 doubles, but Western
took the next two. Lynn
Martin and Anne Hess fell 6-2,
7-5 to Sandy Leslie and Kathy
Ferry at No. 2, and Yvonna
Utley and Becky Jones lost to
Joy Pierson and Ruth
Szymanski 6-4, 6-2.
Austin Peay Tripped by Western;
Colonels Paste East Tennessee
By the Associated Press
The worst of last season's
Ohio Valley Conference
football clubs captured its
first 1978 league victory from
1977's best while one of this
year's contenders punished a
conference defector.
Austin Peay, the defending
OVC champion, dropped a 17-
13 decision to Western Ken-
tucky Tennessee Tech




Tennessee 49-6 and Akron, the
OVC•s newest member,
shutout Wayne State 28-0 in
Saturday's games.
Western Kentucky, 2-1,
nearly lost it .when Randy
Christophel, quarterback for
the Governors, 1-1, tossed a 34-
yard pass that fell short at the
Hilltoppers• two-yard line with
seven seconds on the clock.
Cecil Fore scored touch-
downs from 14, one and 61
yards out to pace Tennessee
Tech, 2-1. Murray State, 1-2,
picked up its two touchdowns
on passes from Mike Dickens
to tight end David Thomas.
Converting an interception
into a first quarter touchdown,
Middle Tennessee claimed its
first victory of the season in
three starts. The Blue Raiders
added two points when they
nailed the Morehead punter in
the end zone for a safety.
Morehead, 0-1-1, scored in
the second period on an 11-
yard run by fullback Norman
Sparky Changes Mind: 'He Can Pitch'
By the Associated Press
ATLANTA -- Sparky
Anderson was just glad to win,
not disappointed that his
Cincinnati Reds failed to nail
Jim Bouton, the 39-year-old
comeback pitcher with the
Atlanta Braves.
"He can pitch," Anderson
said after the Reds rode the.
strong three-hit pitching of
Toni Hume. to a 2-1 victory
,,oer Houton and the Braves
Diesel
Sunday.
"Nobody hit the ball hard off
him," said Anderson, who two
weeks ago said he believed
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn should have intervened
to keep Atlanta from starting
Bouton in a game against a
pennant contender, the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
"We got two runs we
shouldn't have got," Anderson
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super job. He's a good pitcher.
"They (Braves) are lucky.
They won't have to make a
deal for a pitcher now. They
got (Phil) Niekro, ( Larry)
McWilliams and Bouton.
They're lucky to find their
third starter for next year."
Anderson insisted he wasn't
being sarcastic. "He's had
only one bad game," he said.
"I don 't know what more you
have to do to make the club.
You can't aska guy to do more
than that."
Hume, 7-11, had a two-hit
shutout spoiled with two out in
the ninth when rookie Bob
Horner cracked his 23rd
homer over the center field
fence. - -
Houton, 1-2, allowed the two
runs and only five hits, going
etglit innings before leaving
for a pinch-hitter.
George Foster scored both
Cincinnati runs after singling
off Houton, crossing the plate
on Junior Kennedy's bouncer
to center in the second and on
Champ Summers' pop fly
double behind third in the
fourth.
Letcher.
Dale Patton scored three
sixpointers, all in the first
half, while joining Alvin Miller
in racking up 237 yards
rushing as Eastern Kentucky
posted its first 1978 win
against one loss. East Ten-
nessee, which dropped to 1-2,
left the OVC this year for the
Southern Conference.
Akron, 2-1, was paced by
tailback Paul Winters' 146
yards, including a 95-yard run
that set up its first touchdown.
Dan Simon bulled in from the
two for the score and fresh-
man fullback Tim Staycer
rambled 85 yards for a touch-
down as the Zips shut out
Wayne State.
Both Karen Weis and Bitsy
Ritt lost their first singles
matches of the fall during the
three-team meet.
Ritt lost to SW-Missouri's
Jodi Adams at No.2 6-4, 4-6, 6-4
during Murray's 6-3 victory.
Weis, like Ritt now 8-1 on the
year, fell to Western's Sandy
Leslie 6-4, 6-1.
Results of the matches are
as follows:
vs Sevrest Masson 13-31
n Weis d Marianne litrander 6-8. 6-
1. I kdams 'SW d Busy Ritt 6-4, 44, le
4. P.ieth Olin SW d Lynn Martin 6-2,
162. A: Fleas d Jean Gruver 6-7, 6.4.74 ,
Yvonra Utley d. Jean lArick 74. M. 6.2.
Berk) Jones d. Julie Heil 6-1. 6-1
Wevi-Ritt d. Adams-Gruver 4.2, 64.
I-Meander-01m d. Ma rtin-Ress 34. 6-0. 74,
Utley-Jones d Heil-Olson 4.4. 6-2
is MU-Ed...naval, (ILI)
Wen d Pat beaenfuss 114. 114; Ritt d
Christie Corte 6-1. 6-2: MeSMd. Jean
Depper 6-0. 6-2. Hess d. Cheryl Harrison 6-
0.6-2. Utley d Joy Pierson 6-2, 3-2; Jones
d. High Szymansin 6-3, 6-0
Wins-Ritt d Zieterduss-Crader 6-2, 6-2.
Cane-Wall 'SW) d Ress-Martin 34, 74. 6-
1; Utley-Jones d. Depper -Szymanski 4-4,4
Vi Western Kr shirty 164)
Sandy Leslie ,ViTTU, d Weis 6-4, 3-1.
Fitt d. Katie Tams 6-2, 11; Shelly
Fredlake (WKIJ ) d. Martin 34, 6-2. 64:
ROW d. Kathy Ferry 24, 162, 6-1: Betsy
Bogdan (WK1J d Utley 64. 34, Reel d
SWAM Johnann 6-7, 6-4, 64.
Weis-Rat d TinusTredlake 24. 3-3, M.
Leslie-Ferry d Martin-Ftess 6-2, 74:
Boaden-Surnnners d Utley-Jones 3-4, 64
Jimmy Maynard just gets off a pass as Murray State's Jeff Parks closes in. Maynord completed
two posses and ran for SS yards as Tennessee Tech defeated the Racers in the two teams' Ohio
Volley Conference opener. Staff Photos Tony Wilson
Dodgers Clinch NI West Flag
By the Associated Press
The "Sunshine Boys" have
their act together again, and
the result is another National
League West pennant for the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
"We're pulling together
more now than we ever did,"
said second baseman Dave
Lopes after the Dodgers
clinched their second straight
West championship Sunday
with a 4-0 victory over the San
Diego Padres. "As a team, I
think we're better than last
year."
While the Dodgers were
winning the West, the
Philadelphia Phillies were
moving closer to winning the
East. Philadelphia's 8-2
victory over the New York
Mets, coupled with Pitt-
sburgh's 4-0 defeat by Mori-
treal Sunday, improved the
Phillies' lead over the Pirates
to four games and reduced
their "magic number" to five.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the San Francisco
Runners Compete
In Jackspn Meet
JACKSON, Tenn. -- Five




Ron Wuest topped the
Murray entrants, placed 42nd
among the field of 140 over the
26.2 mile course with a 3:15.40
time.
Adam Lanning IV placed
71st in 3:35.38, five seconds
ahead of his father, Adam
Lanning III, who was 72nd at
3:35.43.
James Collins, running in
his first marathon ever, was
100th in 4:17.18.
Wuest's daughter,
Stephanie, finished third in the
women-under 72 division. She
covered the 6.2 mile course in
55 : 04.
Doug Shelton watches as a pass from Memo's Mike Dickens skitters from his grasp. Dickens
completed IS of 33 aerials, but tits Ihmors dropped their conference openeeto Tennessee Tech
Saturday.
Giants swept a double-header
from the Houston Astros, 7-0
and 6-4; the Cincinnati Reds
nipped the Atlanta Braves 2-1
and the Chicago Cubs edged
the St. Louis Cardinals 5-4.
Garvey had a double and
two singles and drove in three
runs, and rookie Bob Welch
fired a five-hitter for the
Dodgers. Garvey, only six hits
shy of his fourth 200-hit season
in five years, singled home
Los Angeles' first run in the
third inning and singled in two
more runs in the fourth.
Phillies 8, Mets 2
Tim McCarver socked a
three-run homer and Bake
McBride smashed a solo shot,
leading Philadelphia past New
York. Steve Carlton won his
seventh game in the last eight
and improved his record to 16-
12. _The hits by Vail and Biittner
Expos 4, Pirates 0 climaxed a Chicago uprising
Rookie Scott Sanderson against Tom Bruno, 4-3, after
fired a three-hitter, leading the Cards had gone ahead 4-3
Montreal over Pittsburgh. an inning earlier on Garry
Sanderson, 4-2, got all the runs Templeton's RBI triple.
he needed from a three-run
burst in the Montreal first,
capped by Warren Cromer-
tie's sacrifice fly.
Giants 74, Astro% 0-4
Vida Blue scattered eight
hits, Darrell Evans and Heity
Cruz belted two-run homers
and Jack Clark added a solo
shot, powering San Francisco
over Houston in the first game
of their doubleheader. Blue,
18-9, struck out six while
notching his fourth shutout of
the season.
Clark smashed a run-
scoring triple and Jim Barr
pitched five shutout innings as
the Giants took the nightcap.
Reds!, Braves 1
Tom Hume fired a three-
hitter and George Poster
scored both runs as Cincinnati
nipped Atlanta and Jim
Bouton,
The Reds scored in the
second when Junior Kennedy
singled in Foster, who had
singled and moved to second
on a grounder. Foster also
singled in the fourth and
scored on Champ Summers'
bloop double.
Cubs 5, Cardinals 4
Mike Vail and Larry BM-
tner drilled run-scoring
singles in the ninth inning,























'Murray s Only Fish Marker
Fresh Or Frozen
*Ky. Lake Catfish
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Cheairs Leads Memphis State



















































posted a five-man team score
of 859 Saturday to win the 14th
annual Murray State
University Invitational
Tournament at the Murra)
Country Club.
Led by Lee Cheairs, a junior
public relations major from
Memphis, with an eight-
under-par 208, and a three-
under-par 213 performance by
llilhnan (Putter; Robbins III,
a senior also from Memphis,
the Tennesseans streaked to a
19-stroke advantage over
Austin Peay's Governors who
finished second with 879. • •
Two strokes back at 880 and
led by seniors Larry Patton,
Kendallville, Ind., and Tom
Fischer, Plantation, Fla., was
the Murray State blue team.
Patton posted an even par 216
for the 54 holes played, while
Fischer was one stroke back
at 217.
Middle Tennessee finished
fourth with 887; the University
of Kentucky fifth with 888;
Eastern Kentucky University,




Indiana State, 920; Tennessee
-Tech, 954; and University of
Evansville, 955.
Cheairs left little doubt after
Friday's 36 holes that he was
Racer assistant coach John Sullivan confers with linetacker
Bobby Craig late in the first half of Saturday's game with Ten-
nessee Tech. The Eagles used a 46-yard field goal to take a 17-




Goves edged Murray's Jerry
Odlin to lead the Hilltoppers to
a 27-29 squeaker over the
Racer cross country team
Saturday at the Murray
Country Club.
Goves finished the five-mile
course in 24:44, just one
second ahead of Odlin's 24:45
- - time--
Western's Tim Brooks was
third in 24:52, followed by
Richard Charleston and
Patrick Chimes, both Racer
runners, who tied for fourth
with 25:19 clockings.
The 'Topppers Ron Becht
was sixth in 25:33. Murray's
David Rafferty was seventh at
25:42, followed by Western's
Mike Clay at 26:13.
Other runners and their
times were Chris Payne
( WKU ), 26:32; George Coiner
(WKU ) 26:45; Mitch Johnson
(MSU.) 27:25; Keith O'Mealy
(MSU) 27:28; Mitch Settle
( WKU) 27:31; and B.J. Hinkle
( WKU), 28:02.
Free For The Asking!
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the man to beat for medalist
honors in the 12-team field as
he blistered the 6,328-yard
course with a nine-under-par
135.
This provided him with a
seven stroke lead over his
closest challenger, Eastern's
Doug Breheme, who was two
under at 142 going into
Saturday's final 18 holes.
Saturday, the rangy Cheairs
bogeyed the final hole for a 73,
his eight-under 208 for the
tournament and the
medalist's trophy. Breheme
finished third with a one-under
215.
The players and their scores are.
Lee Cheairs, Men, 70-65-77 208
Putter Robbins, Mem.. ..71-7341-213 Steve Campbell, NEW „„ 73-77-4--727
Doug Breheme, EKU 744073-- 215 Kevin Carter, MTSU 76-7077-228
Larry Patton, 11S1.1 . 764041-2111 Hutch custard, SIU 7073-77-221
Chip Hall, APSU 73-79-74-217 Ken Perry, WKU 1074-74-221
Dave Gaer, EKU 71-7343-217 Rick Ferandel, IS 7141-77-229
Tony Mitchell, Hem 70-74-73--217 Doug amens, SIU 77-76-77-230
Ton, Fischer, MSC! 73-7074-217 Fred Bronwell, IS 78-77-76--231
Richard Smith. .4 7648-76-129 Jeff Smith, Man 707841-232
Chrts Farr, NITSL1 16-71-72-2211 Jay Smith, SHY 79-75-78-232
Mike Naton, WKL! 75-72-73-T1 John Weddell MSU  7543-75-233
Pat Stevens, UK 76-71-75-222 Carman Rosamonds, APSUI16-71-77 234
Toni Mu.sselnian, UK . 70-75-77-222 Mike Frey. EKU  77-7079- Mt
T111 Budreau. A PS11 7074-70-222 Jerry Stone, MU 7641-78- 235
(Tins Hall, !VTR; . 754047-222 Todd O'Reilly, SIU 77-7641 -Z15
Doug Martin, MSU 76-72-74- Jan Volpenheim, UK 78-7444-236
Larry Emery , SIU 73-75-n-222 David Dalton, WICU 82-76-78-231
Russ Cochran. UK 74-74-74--222 Tom North, EKU 8040-77-237
Jim Mandle, A PS1' 73-88-75--223 John Hicks, MU 81-77-79-237
Edward Parnell, Hem 74-71-7$-- John Draper, Evan 7841-79--231
Steve Goldstein, MINI:.. 77-72-74-223 Jack Henry, IT 82-7440-2311
Tin i Jackson, MA!. 77-77-74-223 Bill Fisher, IS 7541-83-239
Bill Berg, MSU 76-74-7--223 Sean Maden, V/KU 8143-77-241
Art Robideau, UK. 70-73-80-223 Matt Fricejs_.. _. 724347-142
Scot Hines, TI'. 7349-79-224 Brad Boyd-, MSU 83-7741-243
Brian McDonald, MSU 74-74-77-225 Kim Sanders, Evan. 804441-245
Doug Coulombe, MSU . 76-75-74-215 Allan Key, Tr 82-7845--245
Gregg Waggoner, EKU . 7076-72-421 Randy Hatlem, Evan 8544-78-247
John Farm( , F.van . 76-77-74-227 John Brient, TT 83-7846-247
John Moulton, IS . . 73-7242-227 Sam Poteet, TT 13-7746-248
Jun Hagnarcli, WKI 80-73-74-227 Brian Jones, Evan. .. .. 86-90-79-255
Christian County Upsets
No. 1 Bowling Green
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Mark
Chambers caught a 9-yard
pass from John Faulk and
scored in the final minute to
lead Christian County to a 28-
27 upset win over Bowling
Green in State AAAA football
action.
Bowling Green, ranked No.
1 in State' AAAA in the
Associated Press high school
football poll, had an early 19-0
lead in the Saturday night
game, but Christian County,
ranked fifth in the poll, pulled
ahead 19-7 at the half.
Bowling Green regained a
27-21 lead in the fourth
quarter, but Chambers' score,
plus an extra point, gave
Christian County the last-
minute win.




W.Va., for a 14-11 victory.
Boone County, 4-1, rated
third in AAAA, fell 15-7 to Fort
Thomas Highlands while
Henry Clay, 5-0, rated fourth,
defeated Franklin County 9-7.
In Jefferson County AAAA
play, Trinity tightened its grip
on the No. 1 position with a
last-minute 7-6 victory over
arch-rival St. Xavier.
The Shamrocks scored on
the first play of the fourth
quarter on an eight-yard pass
from Shawn Fawbush to Chris
Brosky, then held back St. X in
the final minutes for the
victory Friday night.
Paul Martin's conversion
kick was the difference as
Trinity won its fifth game in as
many starts this season and
its fourth over St. X in the last
three years. An estimated
22,000 fans turned out for the
game at Fairgrounds
Stadium.
Newport Catholic, 4-0 and
top-rated in Class AAA, pulled
a 14-0 decision over Newport.
Other AAA action found
fourth-rated Danville, 4-1,
defeating Shelby County 17-14.
Meade County, 5-0 and rated
fifth, beat North Hardin 21-12.
In Class AA, second-rated
Mayfield, 4-0, defeated
Owensboro Catholic 40-0 and
Somerset, rated third, im-
proved its mark to 4-1 with a
42-0 decision over Providence,
Ind.
Somerset running back
Thomas Venable ran loose for
the lopsided victory, carrying
the ball 15 times for 131 yards
and four touchdowns.
No. 4 Heath, 4-0, defeated
Murray 20-6 while fifth-rated
Middlesboro, 2-3, fell to
Knoxville, Tenn.'s Farragut
17-14. _
Three ranked teams in State
A were winners Friday night.
Top-ranked Paintsville, 4-0,
defeated Virgie 36-6; No. 3
Harrodsburg, 4-1, beat Lincoln
County 32-6, and No. 5 Han-
cock County won over McLean
County 21-15. Second-ranked
Bellevue, 3-1, lost to Rich-
mond Madison 18-12.
Haynes Lead New England
By the Associated Press
Defensive back Mike
Haynes' interception and 22-
yard return and quarterback
Steve Grogan's 28-yard run on
a rollout set up Sam Cun-
ningham's 1-yard plunge in
the closing seconds, giving the
New England Patriots a come-
from-behind 21-14 National
Football League victory over
the Oakland Raiders Sunday
night.
Earlier, Pittsburgh's Terry
Bradshaw lofted a 37-yard
touchdown pass to tight end
Benny Cunningham at the end
of a double-reverse flea-
flicker play with 3:43 gone in
sudden-death overtime, giving
the Steelers a 15-9 victory over
the Cleveland Browns.
In Sunday's other afternoon
games it was Denver 23,
Kansas City 17 in overtime;
New Orleans 20, Cincinnati 18;
Buffalo 24, Baltimore 17;
Philadelphia 17, Miami ?:
Washington 23, the New York
Jets 3; Los Angeles 10,
Houston 6; Seattle 29, Detroit
16; Tampa Bay 14, Atlanta 9;
Green Bay 24, San Diego 3;
Dallas 21, St.Louis 12 and the
New York Giants 27, San
Francisco 10.
Tonight, Minnesota is at
Chicago.
The Raiders scored both of
their touchdowns in the first
quarter on Ken Stabler's 13-
yard pass to Dave Casper and
rookie Arthur Whittington's 4-
yard run. Grogan pitched 25
yards to Russ Francis for a
:‹cond-period TD and Horace
Ivory sprinted 16 yards for
New England's tying score in
the third period.
With about 3 minutes left in
the game, the Raiders got the
ball when Willie Brown picked
off a Grogan pass in the end
zone. But Stabler tried for a
bomb and Haynes grabbed it
for the Pats.





N.Y. - What continues to
drive O.J. Simpson?
It isn't ego. It isn't money. It
isn't the need for public ac-1
claim and aduletipn.
"It's the camaraderie - the
whole scene," Simpson said.
"I love it."
The 31-year-old ball
carrying star of the National
Football League sat half-
dressed in the visitors' locker
room at Giants' Stadium
Sunday, suffering with his San
Francisco 49ers' teammates
the bruises and humiliation of
a 27-10 clobbering by the New
York Giants, and refused to
cry.
"I was disappointed," said
Simpson. "I felt for the young
guys on this team - I was
embarrassed for them. It was
a much harder loss for us than
in our first three games.
especially the last two, which I
felt we could have won."
Simpson was asked why he
persists in taking the licks and
indignities after a decade of it
when the glitter of Hollywood
and a career in show business
beckons with a gentler hand?
"It's just a case of being a
part of a football team." he
said. "It was that way when I
was with Buffalo. It's that way
now. I get a kick out of being
out there with these young
kids, all playing their hearth
out.
"When the game is over,
there is that great feeling
when you walk off the field.
You did the job. You didn't do
the job. There's a feeling you
can't find in anything else.
"Bud Wilkinson (former
Oklahoma coach and now
coach of the St. Louis Car-
dinals) called it 'the clarity of
it all,' You have a winner and
a loser - it's that simple.' he
said. I like that."
Playing on a patched-up left
knee, which had undergone a
cartilage operation during the
winter, Simpson gained 88
yards in 20 carries - a
workhorse afternoon but not
as fruitful as in halycon years
when he set nearly a dozen
records, six of them still
existing, in the NFL.
That gave him a career total
of 10,464 yards, second only to
the record of 12,312 yards set
by Jim Brown at Cleveland.
Simpson has said that
Brown's record and the dream
of scoring the touchdown that
wins the Super Bowl game has
kitpt his enthusiasm alive in
oneof the most violent and
demanding of team sports.
"The, super Bowl is
beginning to look a bit less'
realistic," the handsome 6-
foot-1, 212-pound Simpson
said, "but Jim Brown's record
- it's still reachable if I can
hang on a couple or three
more years."
Traded to the 49ers for five
draft choices last March, O.J.
signed an open-ended, two-
year contract with San
Francisco for $733,000 a year.
Danny tee Johnson is pursued by Tennessee Tech's David Hooper in the Racers' opening Ohio
Volley Conference game Saturday. Johnson picked up 142 yards rushing, but the Golden Eagles
emerged 24-14 winners.
Yanks Win; Bosox Keep Pace-
By the Associated Press
The baseball world con-
tinued to turn, despite the loss
of a star player, teammate
and friend. The death of
Lyman Bostock pushed the
pennant race to the back of
many minds.
"But these guys are
professionals," said
California Angels Manager
Jim Fregosi. "It was a very
tough day in every way, but
this team has a lot of
Watson Cops
Napa Event .
By the Associated Press
NAPA, Calif. - Torn
Watson retured to the golf tour
after a three-week break and
it was no break for his fellow
pros.
"Tom just got so far ahead
there wasn't much any of us
could do," Ed Sneed admitted
after finishing second to
Watson by 3 strokes in Napa's
9200,000 event that ended
Sunday.
Watson went into the final
round tied for second, 1 stroke
behind Jay Haas, but was in
control after recording an
eagle 3 with a 25-foot putt at
the fifth hole and getting the
first of his five birdies with a 2
at the seventh.
"I was rested, and I played
as if I was rested," said
Watson, who had a 5-under-
par 67, his fourth consecutive
round under 70, and finished
with an 18-under total of 270 to
take the 940,000 winner's
check.
Sneed came in with a 70 on
the Silverado Country Club's
6,870-yard North course to
finish at 273. Barry Jaeckel
took third with 72-275 and
there was a four-way tie at 276
involving Orville Moody, D.A.
Weibring, Bob Gilder and Bob
Zender.
"It certainly was a much
easier victory than others I've
had recently," said Watson,
who has won five tournaments




W 4 Pet. GB
I 'hiladelphia 86 68 -
nsburgh 12 72 A32 4
klicago 77 78 .497
Montreal 73 82 471 13,1
St Louis 67 90 427 20,5
hew Tort 13 93 404 24
WEST
s-1/311 Angeles... 94 62 603
CincInnati 88 69 565 74
San Francisco 87 70 554 74
San Diego 81 71 516 13,4
Houston 69 87 442 23
kt I ants 69 r 442 25
-clinched pennant
Salads y'l Games
Philadelphia 1-6, New YIrk 0-3
Nt Louis 5. Chicago I
Montreal 3, Pittsburgh 2
los Angeles 5, San Diego 3
sin Francisco 3, Houston 2
Atlanta 8, Cincinnati I
Saaday's Games
)Tuladelphis 11, New York 2
Montreal 4, Pittsburgh 0
1111411601,81. Louis 4
CUOMO I, Atlanta 1
SiatIMagago 74, Houston 5.4
I/SNOW 4, San Diego 0
Neeasy's Games
(htcage Lamp 7-14) at Pittsburgh
)Cantillarla 11-11 or Rooker 9-111, In)
MMai May 7-101 at Philadelphia
)1(WW. 1841, in,
St Lon% (O'Brien OD at New York
'Kobel 441. DO ti•••
Only gmnts scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Milielreel at Philadelphia. 2. (t111.411
Chinon st Plailbrergh. n
1111118011 at ADISFA. n
St. lade Now York, in)
immersing at Cincinnati. in)
See Diego at San Francisco n
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L Pct,
New York 94 62 .003
Boston 113 63 .51111
Milwaukee 110 67 .573 4%
Baltimore 86 69 555 7%
Detroit 44 72 538 10
Cleveland 62 85 444 244
Toronto 59 96 321 34u(
WEST
Kansas City 88 88 564 -
California 63 73 532 5
Texas 81 74 523 6,1
Minnesota 71 85 455 17
Chicago 68 97 439 191,
Oakland 68 W 433 204
Seattle 55 WV 359 31ks
Saturday's Games
Baton 3, Toronto I
Cleveland 10. New York I
Chicago 5, California 4
Milwaukee 13. Oakland 4
Detroit 4-1, Baltimore 3-6
Kansas City 3, Minnesota I
Tessa 7, Seattle 2
Suisday's Carnes
Boaon 7, Toronto 6, 14 innings
New Volt 4, Cleveland 0
Detroit 4, Baltimore 2
Teas, 5-4. Seattle 3.3
Minnesota 6. Kansas City 4
California 7. Chicago 3
Milwaukee 5, Oakland 2
Wsiaday's Games
Seattle I Abbott 7-131 al Kansas City
, I &orient 19-171.in) 
Oakland (Johnson I1-I) M Chicago iKu-
rek 1-3 or Kravec 11-151, (n)
Minnesota. 'Semen 54) at Texas (Mat-
lack 14-13). 2 35 in)
Only games scheduled
1'uesday:1 Camel
Cleveland at Baltimore. n
Detroit at Boston, in)
Toronto at New York. oil
Oakland at Chicago, In)
34nnttIe at Kansas City, (iti
riornypst. at tesee, re)
utivillekee at C•Nfoinis, In)
GB
character."
They needed it to beat the
Chicago White Sox 7-3 in a
game that kept their playoff
hopes flickering, since the
Minnesota Twins beat the
American League West-
leading Kansas City Royals 6-
4.
The Royals' "magic
number" remained at two in
the West; elimination is near
for the Angels. But they
played Sunday - mere hours
after Bostock, their star
outfielder, was shot to death in
Gary, Ind.
The rest of the league
paused to mourn, then cries of
-Play Ball" were heard in
seven American League
parks.
The East Division race
remained close. The New
York Yankees rode Ron
Guidry's third two-hitter this
season to a 4-0 triumph over
the Cleveland Indians and
retained their one-game lead
over the Boston Red Sox.
Boston kept pace, nipping
the pesky Toronto Blue Jays 7-
6 in a dramatic 14-inning
contest.
In the other AL games, the
Detroit Tigers beat the
Baltimore Orioles 4-2, the
Milwaukee Brewers defeated
the Oakland A's 5-2, and the
Texas Rangers downed the
Seattle Mariners twice, 5-3
and 4-3.
Yankees 4, Indians 0
Guidry, throwing -hard,
harder and slider," according
to New York Manager Bob
Lemon, recorded his 23rd
victory in 26 decisions. "He
makes my arm hurt just
watching him," said Lemon.
Red Sox 7, Blue Jays 6 .
After reliever Dick Drage
pitched out of bases-loadea
jams in the 11th and 13th in-
nings - getting Otto Velez for
the final out in botkirmings
the Red Sox pusheitacross the
winning run in the 14th when
Butch Hobson's infield hit
scored Jim Rice from third.
The Red Sox came back
from 3-0 and 6-4 deficits, tying
it in the ninth, then got the
winner.
Twins 6, Royals 4
Bostock's death was on the
minds of his former team-
mates in Minnesota, where
Dan Ford's homer snapped a
tie and boosted the Twins past
Kansas City,
Tigers 4, Orioles 2
Jim Slaton pitched a seven-
hitter and struck out eight in
gaining his 16th victory.
Aurelio Rodriguez and Alan
Trammell had RBI singles in
the ninth, breaking a 2-2 tie.
Brewers 5, A's 2 .
Mike Caldwell gave up nine
hits in registering his 21st
victory in 30 decisions. Robin'
Yount and Jim Wohlford each
knocked in two runs.
Rangers 5-4, Mariners 3-3
Al Oliver drove in three runs
in Texas' opening victory,
then Juan Beniquez tripled in
a run and scored twice, pacing
the nightcap triumph.
eilitir*011eje. • 4444•411W14it.;. .46;2•.7•4;416.....?;" 416......;&;a: 411......e;11.....!;•
w Thanks
Earl and Juanita Leew
have sold their store.
inE They want to Thank
4t. their manyfriends and) 4s:
ie'll; customers for their:.
ilk
412 V






A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies and cole slow.
Good Every Day Except
Friday A Saturday





NIGHW A 1, 841 141
./4 Of Int if toes!
Steil,. and Salad
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WATCHING UNLOAD — Howard Brandon, right, host of the third annual antique car
and airplane show on his farm is shown with John and Doris Baker of Jackson, Mo., as
they unload their 1931 Model A. ford. Sponsored by the Twin Lakes Antique Car Club,
the show this year attracted 175 antique cars and some 29 airplanes.
Antique Cars, Airplanes Exhibited
Photos By
Lowell Atchley
RCAN Of AN MOUE AUTOS — Shown is a row of an-
tique autos on exhibit this weekend at the annual show
sponsored by the Twin Lakes Antique Car Club and
hosted by Howard Brandon of Murray. Held on the Bran-
don farm this past weekend, the show featured car shows
' and sales, model airplane flying, a banquet and country I
musk show. Over 150 cars and 29 airplanes were on









SHINING IT LIP — George Bums of Owensboro is shown shining the glass and chrome 
on his 1931 Deluxe Model
A Ford Roadster. He was one of over 1,000 visitors and exhibitors at the an
nual antique car and airplane show last
weekend on the farm of Howard Brandon. Some brought their vehicles to show wh
ile others brought theirs to sell.


























CARS AND AIRPLANES — Antique cars are shown through the wings of an antique airplane
 at the third annual an-
tique car and airplane show on the farm of Howard Brandon outside Murray. Sponsored by
 Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club, the show this year attracted 1,000 exhibitors from 10 states.
WANT ADS ARE YOUR BE BUY
1. LEGAL NOTICE
A FINAL SETTLLMENT of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Doris Clark & guava Clark
Honchul, co.executors, of the
state of Tempest 0. Clark,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before October 11, 1978,
the date of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL SETTLLMENT of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Couz.1 by
Annette Danner, ad
ministratrix, of the estate of
Roy Burkeen, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
October 11, 1978, the date of
hearing. ,
Frances  W. Shea, Clerk.
A PERIODIC SET
TLLMENT of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Johnie
Elkins, committee for Vera
FOlwell, incompetent
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
October 11, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk.
,A. FINAL SETTLLMENT of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Annette Danner, ad
ministratrix, of the estate of
Lorene Burkeen, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
October 11, 1978, the date of
hearing.
FrancesW. Piet Clerk.
A FINAL SETTLLMENT of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Aggie Lee Paschall, ex
cutr ix, of the estate of
Lurline Pierce, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District court on or before
October 11, 19711, the date of
hearing





been made in the Caloway
District Court. All claims
against these estates sould
be filed with the fiduciary
within six months of date of
qualification.
Claud Smith, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
KY., Dec'd.
Clay Smith, Rt. 3, Benton,
KY., Administrator
Delores Lee Parrish, New
Concord, KY., Dec'd.
Bobby Gene Parrish, NEW
Concord, KY., Executor.
A FINAL SETTLLMENT of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Ernestine Venable, ad.
ministratrix, of the estate of
Agness Wright, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
October 11, 1978, the date of
hearing.
FranEos W. Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL SETTLLMENT of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Jay Alsobrook, executor, of
the estate of Nova Mea
Routon, deceased Excep.
lions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway -
District Court on or before




DON'T DIE without a will!
Blank will form protects
your family. 2 forms only S.3-•
guaranteed! Order today!!
National Reports Box 246,
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14302. 
FOR WATK INS Products.





















GLASS WORK. Auto glass
installed, store front work.
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors and
windows repair or replace.
Plate glass, window glass,
plex a•glass, insulated glass
and mirrors. Patio doors
repair or replace. Also small
home improvement work. M
& G Complete Glass, 816













Poison Control . 751758I1
Senior Crtirens 753-0919
Needline . 753-NIED
Learn To Reed . 753-22U
foster
Parenting  753-5361















be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication. •
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST LADIES SMALL
Black clutch purse. Lost in
the vacinity of 4th and Main
Contains important papers
and identification. If found
please call 753 1919 or 753
7618.
6. HELP WANTED 
BRICK LAYERS 10 Jour-
neyman MaStins for light
weight block wark. Chestnut
Hill Shopping Center,
Murray Ky. First building
will be a K Mart, pay 50 cents
per hour above union scale.
Call 759 4590 between 7 am
and 3:30 pm.
DRIVERS WANTED FOR
R.P. Lundy Trucking Co.
Reguirments: Minimum
age, 23, Tenn. chauffers
licenses, past written and
road tests. Benefits
Average pay, $340 $370
weekly, workmans corn
pensation, Blue Cross Blue
Shedd available. Ca11901 587
9502
EXPERIENCED painters,
steady work, for interview,
cell 7.53.0139.0r.753-5211.- -
EXPERIENCED CAR doom
up man. Must have ex
perience. Call 75914515 from
S.
HELP WANTED Purchase
—DIST ret---- "MY-firm re
• Warehouse. Apply in person.
419 5. 4th St.
MONTGOMERY
CATALOGUE store needs
full time male help
Mechanically incline will be
helpful. Apply at the store
- - -- •
NEEDED RELIABLE
person to sit in my home for 4
hours daily. Call 753 6157
after 6 Offi




























































































































































































my home for 4
Call 753 6137
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. HELP WANTED
PART TIME HELP wanted
at Murray Speed Way. Apply
in person.
PART TIME yard and
garden work. Call 753.4607
after 6 pm. 
RN or LPN FOR part time
life insurance peramedical
examiner in Murray area.
Prefer someone not working
full time. Flexable hours.
Nursing supervisor will
interview the week of Oct. 1.
Send resume to P.O.Box 32
X,  Murray, Ky. 
SEWING MACHINE
Operators. Sewing ex-
perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply








not necessary, but a desire to
work and learn a must.
Apply in person at Twin
Lakes Office Products, 314
Main St. Murray, Ky. 
SECRETARY FOR
NATIONAL Co. Typing is a
necessity. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32-A, Murray, Ky.
42071. 
WANTED BABYSITTER. In
my home afternoon shift.
Two children. Call 753-9924
after 4:30 pm. 
WANTED MAID. Full or
part time, merit pay, class
bonus plan, apply in person
Regal 8 Inn 517 S. 12th. No
p e calls please. 
WA D RNs and LPNs,
good benitits,' , working
conditons, irrimediate
openings. Apply at Crest-
wood Manor, 4th and Indiana
Ave. Mayfield, Ky. 1-247-
.0200. 
WANTED WAITRESSES for
morning and evenings shifts.
Experience not necessary.
Apply in person at Majestic
Steak House, Olympic Plaza,
Murray, Ky. 
WANTED. Woman for part
time cleaning and
housework. Phone: 753 4607. 
WAITRESSES NEEDED for
day work only. Apply in
person at Hungry Bear
Restaurant, 1409 Main. 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
INNOVATIVE, responsible,
honest 22-year-old male with
M.S. degree wants day time
employment. Call Mark 753.
3940. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
EARN MONEY NOW. Take
orders for costume jewelry.
Call Lisa Co. for free catalog.'
on toll free 800.631-1258.
OPEN YOUR OWN
NOME NS apparel shop with
tremendous buying power.
Sources only or full package
available. From $2000. Cali





reveals I.Q. in 45 minutes!
Send $3 today-- -guaranteed!!
National Reports, Box 246,
Niaciara Falls, N.Y. 14302.
12. INSURANCE
KOMIOWNERS INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MOM INFORMATION
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE • 302 N. 12TH
753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY 
GOOD USED vacuum
cleanel% Electrolux. Call 753-
0737 after 5 pm. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
AVOCADO FRIGIDAIRE
combination wahser. dryer,
like new. Call 489-2471. 
BABY HIGH-CHAIR, $15.
Call 437,4420. 
1976 318 DODGE truck
motor. 30,00 actual miles,
3250. Also a 3 year old gold
GE Best washer, $150, and a
gold Norge dryer, $100 or
both for $225. Call 489.2715.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 21. MOB. NOME RENTS
BEAT THE RUSH, fire wood
for sale, cut to your
specifications. Call 436-2724. 
flM OftSVIISSMAIll 0101CI Me
[PRINTING!
kIVInch•st•r S•rvielilk)
102 N. 4th 753-5397
MOBILE HOME tires and
wheels, 315 each. Call 436-
2716. 
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear




good condition, $150. Call 753-
0737 or 436-2438 
USED GOOD CLEAN bed,
springs and mattress. Must
sell due to no storage space.
Call 753-9320 after 3 pm. 
WOOD FOR SALE. $15 per
rick delivered. Call 753-5372.
16, HOME FURNISHINGS
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances





$50.00 up; Used Stove,
Electric & Gas $25.00
up; Used Color Black





17. VACUUM CLEANERS 
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760
19. FARM EQUIP. 
13' 10" INTERNATIONAL
disc and a 2 row gleaner corn
header. Call 759-1130. 
WANT TO BUY a five foot
bush hog. Call 753-2987.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
NEW SET OF right handed
MG Lite McGregor golf
irons. Retail value at $315,
but will sell at $275 or best














Author of 5 books, world
recognized authoriity, Free
details -National Reports,
Box 246, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
14302. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
1975 HOMETTE for sale or
rent Call 492-8457. 
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cal 759-4085
or 753 5816.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home on lovely 3/4 acre
landscaped lot. Great in-
vestment at $1000, and take
over payments. Call 753.4736
anytime. 
10 X 55 MAGNOLIA, 2 BR,
good conditon, $2900. See at
Riveria Ct. or call 753-2380
before 5 pm. 
1971 12 X 40, 2 bedroom, all
electric, furnished, nice,
$3400. Call 753-2762.
nished. Apply in person to Ferry-
Morse Seed Company, Stephen Beale
Dr., Fulton, Ky. 42041.
involved, ideal for retired or semi-
retired persons. Salary or commission,
travel expenses paid, vehicle fur-
from retail outlets. Overnight travel




Immediate opening, gaud benefits in-
cluding hospitalization, salary com-




Has current ovenings for
CASTERS
These positions require individual in
good phygical condition, and. an in-
terest in earning above average pay.
Apply in person between 8 a.m. and 10
a.m. Monday through Friday or call
247-6637 for an appointment.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
2 BR TRAILER for rent.
Shady Oaks Tr. Ct. Call 489
2533. 
TWO BR, 12 X 65 mobile
home, 24.X 24 family room.
Call 436 2310 after 12 noon. 
31. WANT TO RENT  
MURRAY STATE
FACULTY member wants to
rent reasonable house in
country. Contact Ginger, 762-
6851. 
YOUNG MARRIED couple,
no children, no pets. Call
after 5 pm, 759-4755.
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
2 BR FURNISHED apart




Murray. Call 753-4109. 
THREE FEDERAL housing,
2 BR unfurnished apart 's.., 1978 United Feature Syndicate
ments available in October. 
Under the 236 program. TAKE A FORM LETTER TO MY CONInquire or call Murray
ITUENT5. ')EAR OUTRAGEDManor LTD, Dugiud Rd., 753. ;""'
8668. 






34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
2 BR HOUSE for rent. Call
759-4881. 
3 BR HOUSE, across from
school, carpeted, gas heat,
available Oct. 1st. Call 753-
4862 after 4 pm. 
NICE WELL INSULATED
house, 4 miles east, city
water, couples, no pets,
references. Call 753-7551. 
NICE 3 BR house, wih stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher and
carpet throughout, $300 per
month. Call 753-6291 after 5
pm.
TWO BEDROOM un-
furnished house in New
Providence. Married couples
only. References required.
Deposit. Call 492-8594 after 5
pm.
36. RENT OR LEASE 
SPACIOUS 1/2 ACRE corner
lot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School. Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call









A K C REGISTERED
Doberman puppies,
champion bloodline, 8 weeks




AKC registered, extreml y
fine blood line. Also some
blacks. Call 901-642-2277,
days or 901 586-5813 nights. 
REGISTERED QUARTER
horse weanling colt. Good
show prospect. Call 502.328-
8546. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
YARD SALE, 307 N. Rh.
Monday, September 25. 
43. REAL ESTATE
WILSON
Only 58,500 will buy this 3
bedroom frame, one b•th with
outside storage located on 1/2
acre land within 1 mile of city
limits of Murray.
Here it is folks o double wide
mobile home, 2 baths, 3
bedroom, porches and located
on lot suitable for mobile
home pork. Only 510,900
?St 320 IT* sr,••9
P 2 ACRES, with two houses,
located on Hwy AAA close to




25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites and
over 1300 ft. of highway
frontage Located within
minutes of Ky. Lake Priced
at $15,000 Phone KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222.
We provide a complete range
of Real Estate Services.










witlikimits a Intents rail
i111111111 436 Seth
Ind WIN 153 4868
P.m Mews 733 11624
Dee Tinier PSI 1930
TAXPAYERS - -
43. REAL ESTATE
5 ACRES inside City Limits.
This property is zoned 8.2
and R-2 for multiple uses.
This property has unlimited
possibilities. The person who
buys this property has built-
in hedge against inflation.
Also included is small home










On Wells Boulevard is
one of Murray's better





tral gas heat & central
air. Low utility bills.
Wooded backyard. A
quality home, built to
last_
BET YOU thought you'd
never never find it, ..2
bedroom home in excellent
location. Priced in the tow
teens...Just waiting for you
to move in. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS, 753-1492. 
COUNTRY HOME: Extra
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many nice
features. Priced in mid 40's.
Located only minutes from
city limits on Locust Grove






at the corner of 3rd and Main
Streets jit nd known as the
- Nallis Grocery Building, this
is art excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically at only $22,500.







With The Friendly Touch"1
40 Wooded Acres of
Complete Privacy . . .




with fish. This Proper-





Estatei 105 N. 12th.
43. REAL ESTATE
Ra ALT (J





1131 Scan' or ,
753-01014534531
CAN YOU KEEP a secret?
We can't - We want you to
know about 2 good buys...one
is a 2 bedroom, 1,2 bath,
doublewide mobile home
located on approx. 2
acres. .We also have a 2
bedroom mobile home on 11,2
acres with additirel
acreage availaOle ,', if
desired...In East-' Scliool
District...Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS 753-1492.4.1 
HOUSE AND 6 A RES-A-lere
is that rare h e bliying
opportunity of a good/ home
plus acreage p/us cibse to
dtown location at/a reaIonable




air and low utility b ns Lots
of the great outdoors with
apple trees, garden spots and
outside building suitable for
horse stable or storage.




With The Friendly Touch'
BUSINESS FOR
SALE . . . Nationally
known food specialty







Estate, 105 N. 12th.
Purdom & Thurman












bank making for low energy
bills. 2 bedrooms living
room, kitchen and bath...And
as an added bonus, a two bay
, clean up shop, All Plus 5,2
acres already sowed in soy




NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All I) iy Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:0til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT 51.58 PRICE SI1491 $1.25
For *Whit Oahe Cent Pim* 753-4013
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
r P A ctriT.TtED
KELLEY'S TERMITE I PEST Mann-













On an acre lot. Has 4
bedrooms, 2',2 baths,
new carpet and newly
decorated. Has central
heat & air, double
-garage, family room
and also large game
room. Plenty of room
for family living, both
inside and out. You






LOVELY 3 uedroom, 2 bath
home in Lakeway Shores,
plush carpeting, nice kitchen
with appliances, lake
privileges for residents, this
home is insulated throughout
wih R-11, R-19, and R-21 and
is one of the best insulated
homes around. A 400 Amp
breaker box. Walls are on 8"
center, metal outside storage
on concrete slab. Priced





fireplace, 1 block from
university. Great location
and home is in good con-








We have 3 brand new
homes. Two have 3
bedrooms. One home
has 4 bedrooms. They
are all different and
range in price from
$35,000.00 to $49,500.00.
All are carpeted &
have lovely kitchens.
All have attached
garages. Calf us about
these for surely one of








2 BR, 1 bath home
located on No. 16th
Street just 300 ft. off
Hwy. 121 by-pass, lot
almost one acre, zoned
for business, $11,500.
Weekends & Evenings Coll
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4368
Pam Malloy 753 8624




6 room brick house








With Thc Friendly Touch"
COUNTRY SUN-
SHINE! 3 bedroom
home, 2 acres, living
rm., kitchen-family
rm. & covered porch. 2
outside storage
buildings, 1 small
barn, back fenced for
horses, cattle etc.
Priced Right Mid 30's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
BY OWNER, 2 lots in
Croppie Hollow, ready to
build on $2500 for both. Call
436-5526 or 436-2410 after 6
pm.
GOVERNMENT LANDS









TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniana subdivision, on
blacktop road.Community




45. FARMS FOR SALE 
40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy.
frontage, old house, log
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
$m2c6c, OuOi Os t. Charles B.
on 753-5124.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
2 BR HOMeon oneacre near
the lake. Priced for quick
sale. Call 436-2628. 
EXCELLENT IN-
VESTMENT, two bedroom,
one bath home located on N
16th street just 300 feet off
Hwy 121 Bypass, lot almost





49. USED CARS 





paint rough, $250. Call 753-
3245. 
1973 CADILLAC, white, 4.
door, and a 1970 Pontiac,
excellent condition. Call 753-
5561. 
1973 CAD1LLLAC Coupe
Deville, 49,000 actual miles,
must see to appreciate. Call
136 2796 No dealers please_
N. USED CARS
1975 AUDI 100-LS, AM FM
tape, air conditioned, new
Mechilin tires, $2900. Call
753 9866 after 5 pm, 
1968 CHEVROLET Impala,
S.S. Triple black, wheels, 76
model 454 engine, power
steering, brakes and air
Sharp. Call 437 4719.
1976 DATSUN 280.Z, loaded
with extras. Call (5021-1-443,
7915. 
DATSUN 280 Z, gold, 1976,
air, AM FM, Al condition.
Call 247.2494 or 247,5167 after
5 pm.
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet
Camaro, red & black, good
condition, new tires. Phone
474-2326 after 5 pm. 
1972 GRANVILLE Pontiac,
power brakes, steering and
air, 4-door post, leather in-
terrior, good shape, $795.
Call 753-0085. 
1971 GREMLIN. Call 753
7438. 
1972 OLDSMOBILE Cutless,
blue with white top, AM-FM
radio, power brakes,
steering, 64,000 actural
miles, clean car. Call 437-
4719. 
1971 TRIUMPH TRB, 42,000
actual miles. Excellent
condition. Call 753-9920. 
1967 VOLVO, runs good, new
tires. Call 753-9371. 
1971 VW VAN. Many extras,
$1500. Call 759-1657.
50. USED TRUCKS 
1977 CHEVROLET; 4 wheel
drive, steering, brakes, air,
4-speed. Call 753-3938. 
1971 CHEVROLET pickup,
42,000 miles, very sharp.
Excellent condition. Call 753-
9951. 
1966 DODGE pickup truck,
automatic, $350. Also a 1975
FMC model 150 Bowlens
lawn and garden tractor, 14
hp hydrastatic, with 42 inch
deluxe mower, tool bar with
attachments, $1700. Call 753-
.251 after 3 pm.
SI. CAMPERS 
CAMPER THAT WILL fit a
4lo9n2g.83w52h.eel base pickup. Call
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
1965 GLASSPAR CABIN
Cruiser, 90 hp Mercury
420.motor and traitor. Call 437-
16' RUNABOUT, 50 hp
engine, excellent condition,
$2900. Cell 759-1110.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade /driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea.
gravel. Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429




soaping and painting. Free
estimates, call 436-5570. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or i.362.4895..- - 
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the




repair work by Cliff Heegel,




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489.2774. 
CALLOWAY COUNTY
weekly trash pickup. You
throw it away, we'll haul it
away. Yard and garages





estimates. Call 759-4085 or
753.5816. 
CUSTOM LANDSCAPING.
Let us enhance your home
with a personally designed
landscape plan. Call 759-1657,
Hutson Greenhouses. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 4t6-
2562 after 5 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps'? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control sevice, call 753.
3914. Kelly's Termite & Pest
Control. 
FOR ALL YOUR lime
spreading and hauling, call





753-2310 for free estimates. 
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1-382.2646. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky. 
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753.8056. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, tteating. sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753.
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753.1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m. 
57, WANTED 
TIMBER WANTED. We pay
top prices on standing
timber. Tie logs or
veneering. Call after 5, 489-
2334. Wayne Adams.
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
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auto, sewer, power and concrete
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!OBITUARIES I Speech-Hearing
Paul Boyd Simpson Club To Hold Fair
Dies Saturday With
Rites Held Today
Paul Boyd Simpson, father
of Larmie Simpson of Murray,
was killed near Pilot Oak in
Graves County in a one-car
accident on Saturday at eight
p.m.
The Mayfield man ap-
parently- lost control of his car
and was thrown from it He
was dead on arrival at the
HilIvies: Hospital in Fulton,
according to Harold Everett,
Fulton County Coroner.
Mr. Simpson, age 44, was
retired from the United States
Navy.
Survivors include ins wife.
Mrs. Carrnalita Simpson; two
sons, Don Paul Simpson,
California, and Larmie
Simpson, 'Murray:- ----one




Knoxville, Tenn., and Walter
Simpson, Water Valley;
grandmother, Mrs. Allie Rose,
Lynnville.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Roberts Funeral Ser-
vice, Mayfield, with burial to
follow in the Highland Park
Cemetery there.
The Speech and Hearing
Club of Murray State
University will hold an arts
and crafts fair and auction on
Saturday, Oct. 7, at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center on College
Farm Road. The arts and
crafts fair will be from 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m., and the auction will
begin at 3 p.m. The event is
open to the public.
The Speech and Hearing
Club is a professional
organization composed of
speech and hearing majors at
the university and anyone
interested, in speech and
hearing.
The proceeds from the fair
and auction, which the club
- Plans to make an annual
event, will be used to finance
the club's activities and for
community projects such as
building playground equip-
ment for the Speech and
Hearing Clinic, getting
equipment for use in the
clinic, and miscellaneous
projects that arise during the
year.
The Speech and Hearing
Clinic is a regional clinic that
deals with referrals. The
clinic, certified by the
American Speech and Hearing
Association, is an audiological
Murrayans Are Selected
For University The at
Four Murrayans and one
former Murrayan have been
selected as members of the
cast of 16 for "Medea," the
first major production of the
year . by the University
Theatre Oct. 5-6-7.
They are: Johnny Cannon,
Dustin Hertz, Rhonda Hertz,
and Ricky Jobs, all of Murray,
and Barbara Kemper of
Cadiz, formerly of Murray.
Cannon, a senior speech and
theatre and political science
major at the university, is the




Several new members of the
music faculty at Murray State
University will perform in a
chamber concert at 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday in the Old Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center on the campus.
They are: Kay Gardner
Bates, mezzo soprano; Robert
Gillespie, violin; John Han-
cock. French horn; Marta
Hofacre, tenor trombone; Dr.
Robert Kidd III, bass trom-
bone; and Judyth Lippman,
piano.
Other faculty members to
perform will be: Dr. James
McKeever, piano; Neale





Houston, a student, will also
be on the program.
The Faculty Brass Trio and
the Piano Trio will also per-
form during the concert,
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Cannon of 1110 Sycamore St.
He will play the role of Jason.
Dustin, 4, the son of Rhonda
Hertz of 211 N. 5th St. is
enrolled in the University Pre-
school. He is the youngest cast
member ever used in a
University production. He will
play the role of Medea's
youngest child.
Ms. Hertz, the daughter of
Mrs. Maggie Schewcraft of
Kuttawa Route 2, is a junior
speech and theatre major at
the university. She will play
the role of the first woman.
Ricky, 9, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sid Jobs of 1513 Martin
Chapel Rd., is a fourth grade
student at Carter School. He
will play the role of Medea's
oldest child
Miss Kemper, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Kemper of Cadiz Route 3, is a
speech and theatre major at
the university. She will play
the role of the second woman
of Corinth.
"Medea" is a two-act
modern adaptation by
Robinson Jeffers of Euripides
tragedy "Medea." Set in the
fifth century, "Medea" is the
story of a woman's status in a
man's world. The show is
directed by Robert E. John-
son.
Curtain time for each
performance is 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission is $3 per person or
$10 for a season ticket.
evaluation center, does
diagnostics, speech therapy,
and works with the niultiple
handicapped. Students are
employed in the clinic and
work under close supervision
of the instructors.
Several prints from Ken-
tucky and Tennessee artists
have been donated to the
auction. The prints include
"Up Wind" and "Mississppi
Flyway" by Ken Holland;
"Snow of Seventy-Eight" by
C. G. Morehead; "Wildcat" by
Glenn Robertson; "Leroy" by
Bonnie Shields; and a print by
Bill Granstaff.
Two autographed books, a
book of poetry by Jesse Stuart
and an autobiography by Gov.
Julian Carroll, have also been
donated to the auction. Many
donations from people in the
Murray and Paducah area
have also been made.
Terry Shoemaker, a local
auctioneer, has volunteered
his services as auctioneer.
Any person or business
wishing to make a donation to
the auction may contact Kim
Davis at 436-5635 or the Speech
and Hearing Clinic at 762-2446
and leave a message for the
club. Donors will be listed on a
banner to be displayed at the
auction and in advertising for
the event.
The officers of the club are
Ed Garrett, Murray,
president; Susan McPherson,
Paris, Tenn., vice president;




historian; and Ellen Beard,
Mount Carmel, Ill., and Joyce
Wooldridge, Elizabethtown,
executive council. Charles L
Notes and Judy Nantau are




t'AR1. STOUT, JR.. son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Carl M.
(Harry) Stout of Murray, was
recently awarded a doctorate
in recreation from Indiana
University. Bloomington, Ind.
Stout's thesis dealt with an
analysis of park visitors'
participation in. and attitudes
toward the organized
recreation program in Ken-
tucky's state resort parks.
Stout resides in Frankfort
where he is presently serving
director of recreation. He is
married to the former Carolyn
Wallis, daughter of Mrs.
Gingles Wallis and the late
Mr. Wallis of Murray. They
have four children—Julie,
Chris, Morris, and Katherine.
Strike Ends; Bridgeport
Students Return To School
By The Associated Press
More than 22,500 students
returned to their classrooms
today in Bridgeport, Conn., as
the I9-day strike by public
school teachers in the state's
largest city ended with both
sides approving a two-year
rontract proposed by the state
labor commissioner.
Elsewhere, teachers'
strikes affected nearly 500,000




HACKBERftY, La. (AP) —
Firefighters are still trying to
put out a stubborn oil fire that
in four days has consumed
70,000 barrels of crude oil,
worth $1 million, at the
nation's Strategic Petroleum
Reserve.
An attempt to control the
blaze Sunday was un-
successful. Well firefighters
Asgar —Boots" Hansen and
Edgar "Coots" Matttfews
tried to force salt water into
the well to stifle the fire
momentarily ahlf allow
workers to plug and seal the









night, minutes after more
than 260 jailed teachers were
freed from a National Guard
camp where they were held
for violating a judge's back-to-
work order.
The new contract was
unanimously approved earlier
Sunday by the city's Board of
Education after the teachers
voted 686-205 to accept the
settlement, although they
were unaware of its recom-
mendations.
Superior Court Judge James
Henebry ordered the teachers
released when he learned of
the school board vote.
The two-year contract
contains a 6 percent wage
increase plus increments in
the first year and a 7.5 percent
pay raise including in-
crements for the second year.
The agreement also includes a
"he- reprisals clauke" for
strike participants.
The union had sought 8.6
percent annual increases for
the teachers, whose salaries
ranged from $9,450 to 920,180 a
year, under the contract that
expired Aug. 31.
1)18811 L. GADBERRY a Murray Stale sophomore in-
dustrial arts major. has been named the winner of a three
year ROTC scholarship which was presented by LTC Ran-
dell Routt, chairman of the Military Science Department.
The scholarship will provide tuition, textbooks, class, and
laboratory fees, and a tax free subsistence allowance of
S100 per month for each month of the school year. The
scholarship is for three years beginning with the fall
semester 1978. Miss Cadberry daughter-of Mr. and Mrs.
John Cadberry, 1301 Poplar, Murray, and a 1977 graduate
of Murray High School, competed against several hun-
dred applicants on a national level to win the scholarship
Criteria used in the selection includevverall grade point
average, military science grade point average, campus,
community, and social awtivities, recommendations by a
board of Murray State-tacit-11—y members, and the recom-




AP) — A special emissary
from President Carter has
met with President Anastasio
Somoza, touching off
speculation that Carter is
urging the embattled
Nicaraguan leader to resign.
However, no information on
what was said at the meeting
was available so far.
The U.S. Embassy con-
firmed that special envoy
William Jorden met Saturday
with Somoza. But embassy
spokesman William Watson
said he had no details on what
was discussed. Other sources
were not immediately
available for comment.
Jorden has been touring
Central America discussing
the Nicaraguan crisis with
local leaders. He is known to
have visited Guatemala,
Honduras and Venezuela and
it is possible that he has been
to other nations in the region.
A U.S. missile cruiser was
reported anchored off
Nicaragua's Pacific coast, but
a Defense Department
spokesman in Washington
said no special alert orders
had been issued.
Opponents of the Somoza
family's dynastic rule of
Amendment
In Local Rail
WASHIN9TON ( AP) — An
amendment added to the
Local Rail Service Act will
improve the ability of the
Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to deal with rail
service problems such as
those in eastern Kentucky,
according to the sponsor of the




consent Saturday. The act was
also passed and now goes to a
House-Senate conference
,committee.
The measure gives the ICC
new enforcement powers —
such as authority to hold
hearings on shippers' com-
plaints if petitioned by the
shippers.
Mike Ruehling, an aide to
senator, said the measure was
similar to an amendment
Ford added' to the act when it
was in the Senate Commerce
Committee in August, but with
clarifying language to assure
that no railroad is bankrupted
as a result of the additional
ICC enforcement power.
He said the amendment was
Ford's response to complaints
about Louisville & Nashville
Railroad service in the
eastern Kentucky coalfields.
Ford noted that coal
operators and Kentucky of:-
ficials had complained to the
ICC about locomotive and rail
car shortages in eastern
Kentucky. ----- --- • "7
• 'One of the problems," he
said, "was that the com-
mission lacked the express
authority to intervene when
the problem was first brought
to light, even though there
were obvious signs that the
Nicaragua generally hold the
United States responsible
since it put .the present
president's father in power in
1937 and helped keep him and
his sons in control with
wholehearted, unquestioning
military, economic and
financial support until the
Carter administration took
office.
Carter has tried to use a
carrot and stick approach,
holding back some aid and
quietly urging Somoza to
improve his human rights
record. The administration
took the position that stronger
U.S. action would remove
what little leverage
Washington has and would
also lay it open to the old
charge of Yankee im-
perialism.
With the eruption of the two-
week uprising which Somoia's
national guard crushed last
week, the United States and
Venezuela tried to get the
Organization of American
States to take an active role in
the Nicaraguan crisis. But the






railroad was not delivering
adequate service. This
( amendment) will enable the
ICC to move swiftly and
forcefully in directing
corrective action where




Dr. Calvin Lang, a noted
biochemist at the University
of Louisville, will deliver a
lecture Thursday evening,
Sept. 28, at Murray State
University following the in-
stallation banquet for a new
campus chapter of Sigma Xi,
the Scientific Research
Society of North America.
His address entitled
"Nutritional Control of Cancer
and Aging," scheduled to
begin at 8 p.m. in Mason Hall,
is open to the public. Lang was
formerly a national lecturer
for Sigma Xi, which is the
third oldest honor society in
North America.
Installation of the Sigma Xi
Club at Murray State will take
place at the banquet at 5:30
p.m. in Room 226 of Roy
Stewart Stadium. The banquet
is also open to the public at $5
per person.
Sigma Xi is made up of





others; and is devoted to the






Betty Rogain of New York
has two jobs as "a matter of
survival."
Jean Seiler of Pierre, S.D.,
took a second job because "I
wanted to buy a car."
Pam Ashley of Kansas City
works extra hours so "I can
open a savings account."
And Ellen Frank of Pitt-
sburgh juggles family life, two
jobs and graduate studies "out
of love."
The four are among a
rapidly growing number of
women who hold more than
one paying job. Labor
Department figures show that
from May 1976 to May 1977,
the number of women multiple
jobholders rose by more than
one-third to over 1.2 million.
Men still account for most of
the multiple jobholders, but
the picture is changing. In
May 1977, women represented
27 percent of all multiple
jobholders. Seven years
earlier, they represented 16
percent. Half the female
multiple jobholders are
married; 69 percent are
between the ages of 20 and 45.
Why do they do it?
"I've got more bills than
I've got money," said Susie
Williams, 21, who works
during the week for the
Nasvhille, Tenn., Police
Department and spends six
hours every Sunday giving
directions and information to
customers at a new shopping
mall.
Labor Department figures
show 53.8 percent of the
women holding more than one
job do so for financial reasons.
About one-third need the extra
work to meet regular ex-
penses; the others want to buy
something special, save for




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louie Guenthner, Republican
nominee for the U.S. Senate
seat held by Democrat Walter
"Dee" Huddleston, says he
opposes extending the
deadline for ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment.
If elected, he told a Guen-
thner for Senate rally in south-
west Jefferson County Sun-
day, "It is my intention to vote
against extension of the time
period."
Unless extended, the
deadline for ratification of the
ERA, which would prohibit
discrimination because of sex,
falls next year. Thirty-eight
states must ratify the
amendment if it is to become
law. Thirty-five have done so,
though four have attempted to
rescind ratification.
"I feel that to vote for ex-
tending the time period is like
adding a fifth quarter to a
football game because you are
losing the game," Guenthner
said. "I am still as strongly
committed to equal rights for
women, but I don't believe
that the F RA is the vehicle for
acquiring those rights.
"I challenge my opponent to
state his position on this issue,_
because I know that he was
the chief supporter of the ERA
in the Kentucky legislature in
1972. He was out of touch with
Kentucky voters on that issue,
which was evidenced by the
overwhelming vote to rescind
the ERA in 1978," Guenthner
said.
The legislature's resolution
to rescind Kentucky's 1972
ratification of the amendment
was vetoed by It. Gov.
Thelma Stovall, acting as
governor in the absence Item
the state of Gov. Julian
Williams, pay off debts.
Here is a look at what
working two jobs can mean:
Betty Rogam — her name
and some of the details of her
Life are disguised at her
request — earns about $8,000 a
year as a teacher at a private,
Montessori-method school in
Bayonne, N.J., about an
hour's drive from her home in
Manhattan. Three nights a
week, she is a waitress in a
restaurant in New York's
theater district. She works
from 4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Thursdays and from 4:30 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Fridays and
Saturdays, earning $150 to
$180 ii_week.
Miss Rogam, 30, says
teaching, is "something that I
really love" and she plans to
continue after she gets
married sometime in the next
year. She does not feel the
same about the restaurant
work. "There's such anxiety.
This is the most horrible job in
the'whole world."
Miss Rogarn works two jobs
-because I'm on my own. It's
... survival." The extra money
helps make ends meet, but the
two jobs mean she spends
more than she otherwise
would. "I never clean my own
house. I hire a maid ...
Transportation costs $100 a
month ...." Miss Rogam's
biggest regret is "that I didn't
have time to start a family
earlier." Is she looking for-
ward to marriage and the
prospect of quitting her job as
a waitress? "I can't wait."
Jean Seiler, 227spend.s eight
hours a day, five days a week
as an offset printer for the
state of South Dakota, earning
$7,800 a year. She works at
least 16 hours a week as night
manager at a Super Duper
grocery store, earning $3.50 an
hour and adding a minimum
of about $3,000 to her annual
income.
Miss Seiler says two jobs
"really cut down on your
social life," but she manages
to find time to play softball on
a team sponsored by a local
business. "You've just got to
watch what you do."
Miss Seiler started at the
supermarket in April 1977 so
she could buy a car. The car is
.paid for, but she will keep both
jobs. "I'm getting used to the
money. It's almost worth it.
It's the first time I don't have
to sit around worrying about
where the money will come
from if the car needs repairs
or wondering about what
happens if I get sick."
Pam Ashley, 25, spends her
days as a speech therapist for
the Kansas City school
system, earning $10,500 a
year. From 6 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, she
tends bar at Blayney's
Restaurant, making $3 an
hour, plus $40 to $70 a night in
tips.
Ms. Ashley worked as a
teacher after graduation from
college, then quit. She got the
job at Blayney'S and, when
she went back to teaching, did
not want to give it up. "You
_develop friends that you work
with and they've really
become important to me."
The extra money also is
important. "I can save a lot
more," she says, noting that
she spent 10 days in the Virgin
Islands this summer. Ms.
Ashley has a boyfriend she
sees regularly and she works
out at a health club three
afternoons a week. Can she
keep it up? Probably, she
says. "I might just play it by
ear."
Ellen Frank, 34, is the host
of "Woman Is," a weekly
halfhour talk show oirKDKA-
TV in Pittsburgh. She does
research in the psychiatry
department of Western
Psychiatric Institute and
Clinic and is studying for a
Ph.D. in clinical psychology.
She is married with two
daughters, 7 and 9; three
stepdaughters and a stepson
visit several times a week.
Ms. Frank spends
"probably 50 hours a week at
the hospital." The TV show,
taped Thursdays and aired
Saturdays, takes four or five
hours. She prefers not to
reveal her income, but says
the TV work accounts for
about a fourth of it. "I love
everything that I'm doing,"
she says. "I have always been
the kind of person who is




PINEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State police and local
authorities were searching
today for two youths missing
from the Bell County Forestry
Camp near here.
Lannie Wayne Miller, 27,
and Sherwood Harlan
Raymond, 53, apparently left




Miller was serving a life
sentence on a murder charge
and Raymond, a 16-year
sentence for robbery. Both
had been transferred earlier
this year from the state
reformatory at La Grange.
Law Seminar Set
For Area Attorneys
A law seminar entitled
"Trial Tactics, Strategy, and
Advocacy" will be conducted
in Mayfield for West Kentucky
attorneys • 'Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 29-30.
To begin at 1:30 p.m. on
Friday, Sept. 29, at the
Holiday Inn, the seminar will
include an afternoon session
on Friday and a morning
session on Saturday.
It is the first of a series of
five legal seminars scheduled
during the 1978-79 school year
as a joint project of the Center
for Continuing Education at
Murray State University and
the School of Law and Center
for Continuing Education at
the University of Louisville.
Mann M. Volz, professor of
law at U of I., developed the
program format. Murray
State and the University of
Louisville are in the third Aga-
of the cooperative law
seminar series.
Topics on the two-day
program include the
following: planning the trial,
including order of witnesses;
jury selection and opening
statements; direct and cross
examination; effective trial
advocacy; and closing
arguments. A period has also
been set aside each day for
general discussion and
questions and answers.
The registration fee is $25.
Anyone who has not pre-
registered may register at the
beginning of the seminar.
Participants must make their
own reservations for lodging.
Additional information
about the seminar or pre-
registration may be obtained






HAM STEAK on RYE
SERVED WITH SAUERKRAUT. SLICE OF DILL, SLICE OF SWISS CHEESE
AND OUR SOUP OF THE DAY
'2°5
WE OPEN AT 11 A.11.
For Take Out Call 753-1314
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